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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
STATE OF UTAH, 
PLAINTIFF/ Appellee 
vs. 
RONNIE M. CURRY 
DEFENDANT/Appellant. 
: BRIEF OF APPELLANT 
APPELLANT NOT IN CUSTODY 
: Case # 20050465-CA 
BRIEF OF APPELLANT 
JURISDICTION AND NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS 
This is an appeal from a Final Sentence, Judgment, and Commitment in the Eighth Judicial 
District Court, Duchesne County, Roosevelt City Department, for conviction by way of a 
conditional guilty plea and sentence reserving the right to appeal the Court's ruling on the 
Defendant's Motion to Suppress, for Possession or use of a Controlled Substance (Marijuana), a 
Class B Misdemeanor under Utah Code Annotated §58-37-8(2); and Possession of Drug 
Paraphernalia, a Class B Misdemeanor under Utah Code Annotated §58-37a~5(I), the Honorable 
John R- Anderson presiding on August 18, 2005- A copy of the Sentence, Judgment and 
Commitment is attached hereto as Addendum A. 
This Court obtains jurisdiction to review the appeal pursuant to Utah Code Annotated 
§78-2a-3(2) and Rule 4 of the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure, 
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STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED O N APPEAL AND STANDARD OF 
APPELLATE REVIEW 
FIRST ISSUE 
Did the Trial Court err in conducting the Suppression Hearing m the absence of Counsel 
for the Defense? 
Mr, Curry asserts that the Court erred by conducting the Suppression Hearing in the 
absence of his attorney. 
This Court may address an issue if it was not raised below by counsel under the Plain Error 
standard, "To succeed on a claim of plain error, a defendant has the burden of showing '(i) [a]n 
error exists; (ii) the error should have been obvious to the trial court; and (iii) the error is 
harmful'", quoting State v. Dung 850 P,2d 1201, 1208 (Utah 1993), Moreover, an Appellate 
Court may address an issue raised for the first time on appeal if "'plain error"* or "'exceptional 
circumstances'" is established. State v, Irwin, 924 P,2d 5, 7 (Utah Ct, App, 1996), Here, such 
"plain error" and "exceptional circumstances existed", Mr, Curry contends that it was plain error 
for the Judge to conduct the Suppression Hearing in the absence of Counsel for Defense, especially 
where there is a reasonable likelihood of more favorable outcome for the defendant with Counsel 
for Defense present at the Suppression Hearing* State v, Dunn, 850 P,2d 1201,1208 (Utah 
1993), 
Finally, Mr. Curry argues that this Court can apply the exceptional circumstances concept 
to avoid manifest injustice. See State v. Nelson-Waggoner, 94 P,3d 186 (Utah 2004). This 
concept is "used sparingly/properly reserved for truly exceptional situations, •,involving 'rare 
procedural anomalies/ " State v, Irwin, 924 P,2d 5, II (Utah C L App, 1996), There can be no 
question that the facts here present rare procedural anomalies. 
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SECOND ISSUE 
Did the Trial Court err in denying Mr, Curry's Motion to Suppress? 
Mr, Curry contends that the Trial Court erred m denying Ins Motion to Suppress where 
such motion should have properly been granted on multiple grounds. First, Mr. Curry contends 
that the ruling denying the Defendant's Motion to Suppress reached after conducting the 
Suppression Hearing in the absence of Counsel for Defense was clearly in error. Second, Mr. 
Curry asserts that the Motion to Suppress filed by prior counsel, Attorney Victor M. Gordon on 
April 24, 2004, presented sufficient argument and factual dispute for grounds for suppression — 
the Motion itself - even absent a Memorandum of Points and Authorities. 
When reviewing a trial court's factual assessments underlying a decision to grant or deny a 
suppression motion, this Court will not disturb the court's determination unless the trial court was 
clearly in error. State v. Ashe, 745 P.2d 1255 (Utah 1987). A trial court's determination is clearly 
erroneous if, upon review of the totality of the facts and circumstances, we reach a firm and 
definite conviction that a mistake has been made. State v. Ashe, 745 P.2d 1255 at 1258 (Utah 
1987). State v. Hegelman, 717 P.2d 1348 (Utah 1986). 
T H I R D ISSUE 
Did the Magistrate err issuing the search warrant? 
First, Mr. Curry notes that the Record itself is void of any copy of the Affidavit and 
Order for Search Warrant, Search Warrant, or Return on Search Warrant - original, duplicate, 
executed or otherwise. However, blank copies of a duplicate Affidavit and Order for Search 
Warrant and the Search Warrant are attached hereto as Addendum E and Addendum F, 
respectively. 
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Mr. Curry contends that the magistrate — whom, in this case was also the Trial Judge — 
erred in detennming that there were enough facts contained in the affidavit to find probable cause 
to issue the search warrant on the basis that the facts contained m the affidavit were obtained by 
the officers' illegal presence inside his trailer. 
This Court reviews an affidavit in support of a search warrant focusing "on whether the 
'magistrate had a substantial basis for concluding that there were enough facts within the affidavit 
to find that probable cause existed/ " State v. Jackson, 937 P.2d 545, 547 (Utah Ct. App. 1997), 
quoting State v. Collard, 810 P.2d 884, 885 (Utah Ct. App.), cert denied, 817 P.2d 327 (Utah 
1991); State v. Vmgh, 871 P.2d 1030 (Utah App. 1994). This "substantial basis" must be 
remised on the totality of the circumstances alleged in the affidavit. Illinois v. Gates, 462 U.S. 213 
(1983). 
Mr. Curry contends that the "totality of the circumstances" was not truthfully reported, in 
that the affidavit failed to identify that the officers were allegedly doing a field visit on a 
probationer whom did not live at the address, and that the officers obtained the factual 
information regarding suspected controlled substances by being inside the trailer for which they 
had no legal right to be in, and they were conducting a warrantless search. 
Lastly, Mr. Curry asserts that the affidavit purportedly telephonically communicated by 
Officer Manning is deficient because Officer Manning misrepresented and or omitted material 
facts, that, had they been properly disclosed, would negate probable cause. State v. Lee, 863 P.2d 
49 (Utah Ct.App. 1993). 
F O U R T H ISSUE 
Was Mr. Curry denied his Sixth Amendment Right to Counsel? 
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Mr. Curry emphatically argues that he was denied his Sixth Amendment Right to Counsel 
when the Trial Court conducted the Suppression Hearing without his attorney. 
The Sixth Amendment guarantees defendant's right to counsel at every stage of the 
prosecution m which the absence of counsel might jeopardize his right to a fair trial. U.S. v. 
Austin, 231 F3d 1278, C.A.IO (Utah 2000). In the absence of a colloquy on the record 
establishing the validity of a waiver of defendant's right to counsel, appellate court will review the 
record de novo to determine the validity of the waiver, indulging every reasonable presumption 
against waiver of the right. State v. Arguelles, 63 P.2d 731 (Utah 2003). Mr. Curry was 
represented by counsel At no point did Mr. Curry waive his right to counsel. 
FIFTHISSUE 
Did the Trial Attorney retained by Defendant provide ineffective assistance of counsel? 
Mr- Curry contends that initial Defense Counsel, Attorney Victor M. Gordon, provided 
ineffective assistance of counsel. Mr. Curry asserts that Attorney Gordon's representation fell 
below on objective standard of reasonableness when he — and or his representatives - failed to 
timely or properly notify the Court of his unavailability for the Suppression Hearing as a result of 
his heart attack, and to thereafter object in any fashion to the denial of the Motion to Suppress, 
To establish ineffective assistance of counsel, the Defendant must show that defense 
counsers representation "fell below on objective standard of reasonableness/' and that, but for the 
deficient representation, there is a "reasonable probability'' that the result would have been 
different,.. "A reasonable probability is a probability sufficient to undermine confidence in the 




Does the absence in the record of any copy of the Search Warrant invalidate the warrant? 
Mr- Curry contends that the absence m the record of any copy of the Search Warrant, the 
Affidavit and Order for Search Warrant, and Return of Search Warrant - original, duplicate, 
executed or otherwise - invalidates the warrant. Blank copies of a duplicate Affidavit and Order 
for Search Warrant and the Search Warrant are attached hereto as Addendum E and Addendum F, 
respectively. 
The State is unable to cite to the record any copies of the Affidavit or the Search Warrant 
itself, or the Return, This omission goes beyond mere ministerial and or technical errors in the 
preparation, execution, or return on the search warrant. Accordingly, the warrant is invalid. State 
v, Rowe, 806 P,2d 730 (Utah Ct, App, 1991), 
A good faith exception can not now cure the deficiency in the non-existent Search 
Warrant, U S , v, Leon, 468 U S , 897, 922 (1984), 
Lastly, Mr, Curry argues that he can not be deemed to have properly waived his right to 
object to this issue by not raising it previously or preserving it in the lower court, where the 
Suppression Hearing was conducted without Counsel for Defense being present, U S , v, DeWitt, 
946 F,2d, 1497 (10* Cir, I 9 9 I > 
An Appellate Court may address an issue raised for the first time on appeal if "'plain 
error'" or "'exceptional circumstances'" is established. State v, Irwin, 924 P,2d 5, 7 (Utah Ct, 
App, 1996), 
CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS, STATUES A N D RULES 
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Any relevant text of constitutions, statutory provisions, or rules referenced in this brief and 
pertinent to the issues now before the court are contained herein or attached to this brief 
STATEMENT OF T H E CASE 
Ronnie M. Curry was cited on February 18, 2004 for violation of Utah Code Annotated 
§58-37-8(2), Possession or use of a Controlled Substance (Marijuana) within 1000 feet of any 
structure, facility, or grounds included in subsection (i) through (viii), a Class A Misdemeanor; and 
for violation Utah Code Annotated §58-37a-5(I), Possession of Drug Paraphernalia, within 1000 
feet of any structure, facility or grounds included in subsection 4(a)(ix), a Class A Misdemeanor 
(Docket Entry #1 ) . Mr, Curry bonded out of jail (Docket Entry # 2) and the case was set for 
arraignment (Docket Entry # 9-10), 
The arresting officer, Ammon Manning, alleged in his "No Warrant Arrest Fact Sheet" 
that on February 17, 2004 he was assisting AP&P Agent Shawn Lewis on a probation field visit at 
the Curry residence located at 145 South 500 East lot number 15, Roosevelt, Utah, (Addendum 
G), The probationer whom Agent Shawn Lewis was investigating was Rory Curry, who had never 
resided at his brother, Ronnie M, Curry's trailer, located at 145 South 500 East* The arresting 
officer further alleges that while inside the residence he observed a white paper plate with what 
appeared to be fragments of marijuana laying on it, AP&P Agent Lewis interviewed the 
probationer, Rory Curry, in a bedroom where he smelled the odor of raw marijuana. Agent Lewis 
arrested the probationer, Rory Curry, for probation violations, and told Officer Manning that 
Rory Curry had admitted to smoking marijuana earlier in the day at the residence. Officer 
Manning reports that a search warrant for the residence was obtained based on this information, 
(Addendum G). At approximately 00:30 hours on February 18, 2005, the invalid search warrant 
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was served on the residence. Ronnie M. Currry, the brother of the probationer, Rory Curry, who 
was present m the trailer, was questioned about the items of marijuana and paraphernalia, and the 
ownership of the trailer. At no point were Ronnie or Rayma Curry provided with any Miranda 
warnings. Officer Manning reports that Ronnie M. Curry said it was his trailer. Officer Manning 
further reports that Ronnie M. Curry admitted to possession of the items. (Addendum G). 
On March 4, 2004, Mr. Curry appeared with his sister and co-defendant, Rayma Curry, 
and advised the court that they had retained private counsel, Attorney Victor M. Gordon. (Docket 
Entry # I I ) . 
On April I, 2004, a formal Information was filed by the Roosevelt City Attorneys alleging 
that Mr. Curry had possession of a controlled substance (marijuana) in a drug free zone, and 
possession of drug paraphernalia in a drug free zone (Docket Entry # 14-15). 
On April 14, 2004, Attorney Victor M. Gordon filed his Appearance of Counsel, Request 
for Discovery (Docket Entry # 16-17). On April 14, 2004, Attorney Victor M. Gordon also 
filed Jury Demand (Docket Entry # 18). 
On April 23, 2004, Attorney Victor M. Gordon filed the Defense Motion to Suppress 
Order to Show Cause — the Motion itself, with no supporting memorandum. (Docket Entry # 
19-23). On April 23, 2004, the Roosevelt City Attorneys filed their Certificate of Service in 
Response to the Defense Request for Discovery (Docket Entry # 24). 
On April 28, 2004, the Roosevelt City Attorneys filed a Motion to Continue the Motion 
to Suppress and/or Trial date of April 29, 2004 based upon the request to grant additional time 
for the prosecution to reply to the Motion to Suppress and brief the issue prior to hearing (Docket 
Entry # 25-27). 
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On May 5, 2004, the Court sent Notice to the parties of a telephonic conference 
scheduled on May 27, 2004 (Docket Entry # 29-31). On May 17, 2004, the Court received a 
letter from Attorney Gordon regarding his exacerbated health conditions (Docket Entry # 32). 
On May 24, 2004, the Roosevelt City Attorneys filed their Memorandum in Opposition 
to the Motion to Suppress (Docket Entry # 33-42). On May 27, 2004, a telephonic conference 
was conducted with Attorney Gordon, Judge Anderson and the Roosevelt City Attorney. The 
Defendant was not present. During such telephonic conference, Attorney Gordon specifically 
requested a factual hearing on the Motion to Suppress (Docket Entry # 43-44, Transcript of 
Hearing, Page 3-4), The Court provided Notice of the Suppression Hearing to be conducted on 
July 27, 2004 (Docket Entry # 45-46> 
On July 27, 2004, the Court received a phone call that Attorney Gordon would not be 
present (Transcript of Hearing, Page 9). The Court advised the Defendant that although the 
Court had contact with someone regarding Attorney Gordon's absence, the hearing would go 
forward without Attorney Gordon being present (Docket Entry #47-48, Transcript of Hearing, 
Page 9), The Roosevelt City Attorney was invited to profFer supporting evidence on the key facts. 
The Defendant objected to the Suppression Hearing taking place without his Attorney, Victor 
Gordon being present* 
The Roosevelt City Attorney proffered evidence, and testimony was taken from AP&P 
Agent Lewis and RPD Officer Manning (Transcript of Hearing, Page 9-12). The Defendant was 
not represented in any way during the hearing (Transcript of Hearing, Page 9-13). On July 27, 
2004 the Judge denied the Motion to Suppress (Docket Entry #47-48, Transcript of Hearing, 
Page 12). 
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On August 18, 2004, Attorney Gordon filed a Motion and Stipulation for Continuance of 
the Status Hearing scheduled for August 19, 2004, on the basis that he, Attorney Gordon, had 
suffered a major heart attack and kidney failure on July 27, 2004. (Docket Entry # 5 1 ) . 
On August 19, 2004 during the scheduled Status hearing, the Judge continued the matter 
to September 16, 2004 (Docket Entry # 52-53). 
On September 16, 2004, the Judge noted the continuing health problems of Attorney 
Gordon, but advised the Defendants that they had to get on top of this (Transcript of Hearing, 
Page 15). The Judge further requested that both Defendants waive their rights to speedy trial 
(Docket Entry # 56-57, Transcript of Hearing, Page 15-16). 
On October 27, 2004, Attorney Gordon fded a Motion for Continuance of the pre-trial 
conference scheduled for October 28, 2004 on the basis that continued complications from his 
heart attack and renal failure resulted in his re-admission to the hospital on September 3, 2004* 
(Docket Entry # 60-62). 
On October 28, 2004, a telephonic conference was conducted with Attorney Gordon, 
Judge Anderson, the Roosevelt City Attorney. The Defendant was present* During that 
telephonic conference, Attorney Gordon advised the Court of his ongoing health issues. The Court 
indicated its sympathy for Attorney Gordon's health issues, but also expressed distress regarding 
the time. Attorney Gordon requested a continuance for two months, and indicated that if he was 
unable to proceed, he would withdraw at that time. The Court agreed to kick it out sixty days to 
determine where he was then. The Court repeated its desire to move things along here. (Docket 
Entry # 63-64, Transcript of Hearing, Page 17-21). 
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On January 20, 2005, Attorney Gordon faxed a letter to the Court, advising that he was 
unable to represent the Defendants at this time. (Docket Entry # 70). On January 20, 2005, the 
Court advised the Defendant, Ronnie M. Curry that his attorney, Victor M. Gordon could no 
longer practice law, could no longer represent him, and ordered the Defendant to get a new lawyer 
(Docket Entry #67-69, Transcript of Hearing, Page 22). Thereafter, the Court found Defendant 
indigent and appointed counsel, Attorney Marea A. Doherty, to move the case along (Transcript 
of Hearing, Page 24). 
On February I, 2005, Attorney Doherty filed her Entry of Appearance and Request for 
Discovery (Docket Entry # 73-75). On February 3, 2005, the parties pre-tried the matter, during 
which Attorney Doherty met with the Roosevelt City Attorney and discussed the issue of the 
Suppression Hearing conducted in the absence of prior Counsel for Defense, procedural 
irregularities, and the resulting denial of the Motion to Suppress. Counsel for the parties 
discussed a conditional plea, reserving the right to appeal the denial of the motion to suppress, and 
related issues. On February 3, 2005, the Court sent an amended notice for a law and motion 
hearing to Schedule a Jury Trial on March 17, 2005 to Attorney Doherty (Docket Entry # 8 1 -
82). 
On February 10, 2005 the Roosevelt City Attorneys filed their Certificate of Service in 
Response to the Defense Request for Discovery (Docket Entry # 80). Contained therein, the 
Roosevelt City Attorneys purport to provide in response to request No. 6., copies of all tickets, 
informations, probable cause statements, and search warrants and affidavits of search warrants. 
(Docket Entry # 82). No copy whatsoever of the Affidavit and Order for Search Warrant, as well 
as the Search Warrant and Return on Search Warrant were produced. Only the Property Receipt 
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and Inventory Return referencing the "search warrant attached and return hereto" were included in 
the materials produced by the Roosevelt City Attorneys, (Docket Entry # 7). On February 22, 
2005 Attorney Doherty filed Jury Demand, though the parties continued to discuss a conditional 
plea. (Docket Entry #83-84). 
On March 17, 2005, the parties appeared for purposes of scheduling a Jury Trial (Docket 
Entry # 85-86). At that time, the parties had negotiated a plea agreement for conditional guilty 
pleas, preserving the right to appeal the denial of the Motion to Suppress. On March 31, 2005, 
the parties appeared for a status hearing and entry of plea. The parties discussed the proposed 
entry of a conditional plea to two Class B Misdemeanors, preserving the Defendant's right to 
appeal the denial of the Motion to Suppress, and related issues. The Court accepted the 
Defendant's conditional guilty plea to a Class B Misdemeanor, possession of marijuana, and a 
Class B Misdemeanor, possession of drug paraphernalia. The Court stayed the imposition of 
sentence pending the determination of the appeal, which was reserved. (Transcript of Hearing, 
Page 30). The Court appointed Attorney Doherty to pursue the appeal (Docket Entry # 89-90, 
Transcript of Hearing, Page 26-33); see also Utah R. Crim. P. I I(i) (2002). On April I I , 2005, 
the Court filed an Order entering the Defendant's conditional guilty pleas to Count I, possession 
or use of a controlled substance, a Class B Misdemeanor, as amended, and Count 2, possession of 
drug paraphernalia, a Class B Misdemeanor, as amended. The Order further stayed sentencing 
until the Defendant exhausts his right to appeal the Court's ruling on the Motion to Suppress 
(Docket Entry # 9 1 - 9 3 ) . 
On May 9, 2005, the co-defendant, Rayma Curry appeared before his honor Judge 
Anderson. On May I I , 2005, Attorney Doherty filed the Defendant's Notice of Appeal, Motion 
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and Order for Transcripts of Hearings, and the Promise to Pay the Cost of Transcript (Docket 
Entry # 9 9 - 1 0 1 , 102,103-111). 
On May 12, 2005, the co-defendant, Rayma Curry appeared before his honor for a Pre-
trial conference. A plea colloquy was taken, during which Appointed Counsel for Rayma Curry 
advised the that Roosevelt City would permit Rayma Curry to enter a guilty plea to count I, 
possession or use of a controlled substance (marijuana), a Class B Misdemeanor, as amended, and 
Roosevelt City would motion to dismiss count 2. During the recitation of the facts, Rayma Curry 
advised the Court that the controlled substance (marijuana) and the drug paraphernalia located in 
the trailer at 145 South 500 East, lot number 15 in Roosevelt, Utah on February 18, 2004 
belonged to her and not her brother, Ronnie M. Curry. Rayma Curry further advised that she had 
brought the marijuana with her into the trailer without Ronnie's knowledge or permission. The 
Court reviewed rights with Rayma Curry. At that time, Rayma Curry entered a guilty plea to 
Count I, possession or use of a controlled substance (marijuana), a Class B Misdemeanor, as 
amended. The Court proceeded to sentencing during which Rayma Curry was placed on 
probation for I year, ordered to pay $350 fine. Rayma Curry was released from custody that day 
without additional jail time or any suspended jail time imposed. 
By letter dated May 23, 2005, the Court of Appeals notified Attorney Doherty of the 
appellate case number 20050465, and the due date for the Docketing Statement of June I, 2005 
(Docket Entry # 1 1 2 ) . 
On June I, 2005, Attorney Doherty filed the Docketing Statement with the Utah Court of 
Appeals. On June 13, 2005, honorable Judge Norman Jackson filed a Sua Sponte Motion for 
Summary Disposition on the basis that the appeal is not taken from a final appealable judgment 
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because Appellant has not yet been sentenced. The parties were ordered to file a memorandum 
explaining why summary disposition should or should not be granted. 
Attorney Doherty requested the Trial Court to schedule sentencing in this matter. On 
June 16, 2005, the Trial Court provided Notice of Sentencing scheduled for July 7, 2005 to the 
parties (Docket Entry # 113-114). 
On June 20, 2005, the Roosevelt City Attorneys filed a Memorandum in Support of Sua 
Sponte Motion for Summary Disposition in the Utah Court of Appeals. Through such 
Memorandum, the Roosevelt City Attorney advised that clearly, the parties had erroneously agreed 
to a stay of sentencmg pending appeal. The Roosevelt City Attorney acknowledged that the 
appeal must postdate imposition of sentencing, and accordingly requested that the Utah Court of 
Appeals dismiss the appeal, and remand the matter to the trial court for sentencing prior to appeal. 
On June 27, 2005, Attorney Doherty filed a Memorandum in Opposition of Sua Sponte 
Motion for Summary Disposition in the Utah Court of Appeals. Through such Memorandum, 
Attorney Doherty advised that the parties erroneously agreed to stay sentencing pending appeal 
However, Attorney Doherty objected to the Court's Motion to Dismiss the Appeal, and requested 
leave to Amend the Notice of Appeal to a date following the imposition of sentence scheduled for 
July 7, 2005. 
On July I, 2005, the Trial Court received the Reporter's Communication regarding the 
Appeal Transcript. (Docket Entry # 115). 
On July 7, 2005 the parties appeared in the Trial Court for sentencing. A dispute 
regarding the criminal history contained in the file — reflecting the criminal history of the brother 
of the Defendant, Rory Curry, the probationer whom the AP&P Agent Shawn Lewis had been 
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investigating on February 18, 2004 was discussed. Accordingly, the Sentencing Hearing was 
continued to verify the criminal history of the Defendant, Ronnie M, Curry, as opposed to his 
brother, Rory Curry, the probationer's criminal history, (Docket Entry #116-117), On July 8, 
2005, the Tnal Court sent Notice to the parties of the Sentencing Hearmg scheduled for August 
18, 2005 (Docket Entry #118-119), 
On July 14, 2005, Attorney Doherty filed an Amended Memorandum in Opposition of 
Sua Sponte Motion for Summary Disposition in the Utah Court of Appeals, Through such 
Memorandum, Attorney Doherty advised that the Trial Court Sentencing Hearing had been 
continued from July 7, 2005 to August 18, 2005, Attorney Doherty advised that the purpose of 
continued Sentencing Hearing was to verify the Defendant, Ronnie M, Curry's criminal history 
prior to sentencing, as the Roosevelt City Attorney had the incorrect criminal history of the 
Defendant's brother, Rory Curry, the probationer subject to investigation on February 18, 2004. 
Attorney Doherty continued in her objection to the Court's Motion to Dismiss the Appeal, and 
requested leave to Amend the Notice of Appeal to a date following the imposition of sentence re-
scheduled for August 18, 2005, 
On July 18, 2005, the Trial Court received Notice of Filing Appeal Transcript, and the 
Transcript of the Various Hearings (Docket Entry # 120, 121)-
On August 18,2005, the parties appeared before honorable Judge John R, Anderson for 
sentencing. The Defendant was sentenced on Count I, a Class B Misdemeanor, to 30 days in jail, 
suspended, and a $500 fine; on Count 2, a Class B Misdemeanor, to 30 days in jail, suspended, 
and a $500 fine. The Court ordered the Defendant be placed on probation for one year and pay 
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the $1000 fine. The Court ordered a stay on the fine, and probation to start after the appeal 
(Docket # Entry 122-125). 
On September 15, 2005, the Trial Court received Attorney Doherty's Amended Notice of 
Appeal (Docket Entry # 126-133). On September 20, 2005, the Utah Court of Appeals received 
the Judgment Roll and Index in this matter from the Clerk of the Trial Court. On September 27, 
2005, honorable Judge William A. Thome Jr. entered an Order to withdraw the sua sponte, 
motion for summary disposition, and ordered the appeal proceed to the next stage. 
On November 2, 2005, Attorney Doherty filed a stipulated Motion for Enlargement of 
Time for Filing Brief from November 9, 2005 to December 12, 2005. On November I I , 2005, 
Attorney Doherty filed an Amended Docketing Statement. On December 7, 2005, Attorney 
Doherty filed a Stipulated Motion for Enlargement of Time for filing Appellant's Brief. On 
December 12, 2005, the Court entered an order granting an extension of time to January 14, 
2006. 
STATEMENT OF T H E FACTS 
Ronnie M. Curry was cited on February 18, 2004 for violation of Utah Code Annotated 
§58-37-8(2), Possession or use of a Controlled Substance (Marijuana) within 1000 feet of any 
structure, facility, or grotmds included in subseaion (i) through (viii), a Class A Misdemeanor; and 
for violation Utah Code Annotated §58-37a-5(I), Possession of Drug Paraphernalia, within 1000 
feet of any structure, facility or grotmds included in subsection 4(a)(ix), a Class A Misdemeanor 
(Docket Entry #1 ) . 
On February 3 ,2003, Rory Curry, the brother of the Defendant, Ronnie M. Curry, was 
placed on probation in the Eighth District Court, Duchesne County, Case No. 021800146. On 
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February 17, 2004, Rory Curry, was on probation with AP&P for that matter, a third degree 
felony, assault by a prisoner. In the instant matter, the arresting officer, Ammon Manning, alleged 
in his "No Warrant Arrest Fact Sheet" that on February 17, 2004 he was assisting AP&P Agent 
Shawn Lewis on a probation field visit at the Curry residence located at 145 South 500 East lot 
number 15, Roosevelt, Utah. However, the "Curry residence" referred to is the trailer of the 
Defendant, Ronnie M. Curry, the brother of the probationer, Rory Curry. The probationer did 
not live at this trailer. The probationer, Rory Curry, lived with his father, Richard Curry, at 519 
East 700 North, Roosevelt, Utah. The address at 519 East 700 North, Roosevelt, Utah, is the 
address that the probationer reported on his probation agreement, and this is the only address at 
which the probationer resided during probation. 
On February 17, 2004, AP&P Agent Shawn Lewis conducted a field visit to the address 
Rory Curry had provided to AP&P. That address is that of Rory's father, Richard Curry, 519 
East 700 North, Roosevelt, Utah, AP&P Agent Lewis claims to have not found the probationer at 
that residence, (Docket Entry # 34). Officers from Roosevelt City, who accompanied Agent 
Lewis, provided information that Rory Curry .map have moved into a residence with his brother, 
Ronnie M. Curry, (Docket Entry # 34, Transcript of Hearing, Page 10), No specific 
information as to where that location may be was provided. 
Rory Curry, the probationer - the individual that Officer Manning was assisting AP&P 
Agent Lewis on in an investigation of alleged probation violations - had never resided at his 
brother, Ronnie M, Curry's trailer, located at 145 South 500 East, (Docket Entry # 20), On the 
evening of February 17,2004, Agent Lewis, accompanied by Roosevelt City Officer Manning, 
arrived at Ronnie M, Curry's trailer and knocked on the door, Ronnie Curry - die Defendant and 
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owner of the trailer — answered the knock on the door at approximately 9:30 p.m. Before opening 
the door, Ronnie looked out the window and saw two men outside the door. Ronnie opened the 
door to see who they were and what they wanted. As the door was being opened, AP&P Agent 
Lewis forced his way into the trailer. (Docket Entry # 19). No identification as officers nor 
information as to their business at the trailer, nor warrant for entry or search was presented or 
obtained at the time of the entry. (Docket Entry # 20). 
During that day and evening, Ronnie JVL Curry, had been working with family members to 
finish the repairs to the trailer to make it inhabitable. Those present were the following: Ronnie 
M. Curry's brother, Rory Curry, his sister, Rayma Curry, his uncle, Francis Ankerpont, Jr. and his 
nephew, Angelo Curry. Specifically, Ronnie M. Curry's brother, Rory Curry had come over to 
the trailer to make the proper repairs to the plumbing in the trailer and the bathroom so that the 
trailer could be lived in. 
Once illegally inside the trailer, Agent Lewis and Officer Manning yelled that they were 
looking for Rory Curry, the probationer, to question him on alleged probation violations. 
(Docket Entry # 20). No specific probation violations were enumerated. Rory Curry — the 
brother of Ronnie M. Curry - identified himself, and spoke with the AP&P Agent. Officer 
Manning reports that Agent Lewis interviewed the probationer, Rory Curry, in private in a 
bedroom in the trailer. In his "No Warrant Arrest Fact Sheet" Officer Manning alleges that while 
inside the residence he observed a white paper plate with what appeared to be fragments of 
marijuana laying on the countertop between the kitchen and living room areas. (Addendum G). 
Officer Manning further reports that Agent Lewis told him that he could smell the odor of 
raw marijuana in that bedroom. Officer Manning further reports that during such interview 
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outside of his presence, Rory Curry admitted to Agent Lewis that he had smoked marijuana earlier 
in the day in the trailer. Agent Lewis arrested the probationer, Rory Curry, for violating his 
probation. 
Officer Manning fails to report that Agent Lewis requested permission from Ronnie M. 
Curry, to continue searching the trailer following his interrogation of the probationer, Rory Curry, 
Ronnie M. Curry refused to grant such permission or consent to either officer. (Docket Entry # 
21). At no time did Ronnie M. Curry consent to a search of his trailer, or to the entry by the 
officers. 
Officer Manning reports that he believed to have probable cause to obtain the warrant 
based upon the observation of suspected controlled substance on a plate in the living room while 
inside the trailer, the alleged admission of the probationer, Rory Curry, to the use of marijuana, 
and the odor of marijuana in the bedroom. (Addendum E.) 
A review of blank copies of the documents indicate that Officer Manning observed the 
suspected controlled substance, small green leafy fragments consistent with marijuana on a white 
plate on the counter top, while he was physically inside - illegally inside - the trailer of Ronnie M, 
Curry. Officer Manning further indicates in the unexecuted Affidavit, that he also observed a set 
of hemostats underneath an ashtray on the couch in the main living room area inside the trailer, 
(Addendum E.) 
Following Ronnie M, Curry's refusal to consent to a search of his trailer, Officer Manning 
went to obtain the warrant - telephonically. Other Roosevelt Police Officers stayed at the trailer 
with Ronnie and Rayma Curry for more than two hours waiting for the warrant, (Docket Entry # 
22 and Docket Entry # 35), At no point during that time were any Miranda warnings provided. 
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At approximately 00:30 hours on February 18, 2005, the search warrant was served on the 
residence. During the illegal search conducted under the tainted warrant based upon the illegal 
entry into the trailer, the officers seized several items of contraband, including marijuana and 
paraphernalia. (Docket Entry # 22). Ronnie M. Curry was arrested and cited on February 18, 
2004 for a violation of Utah Code Annotated and charged with possession of a controlled 
substance in a drug free zone (marijuana) and possession of drug paraphernalia in a drug free zone 
on February 18, 2004. (Docket Entry #14-15). 
On April 14, 2004, Attorney Victor M. Gordon filed his Appearance of Counsel and 
Request for Discovery. (Docket Entry # 16-17). Such Request specifically requested all police 
reports and investigations concerning the matter, (Docket Entry # 16). On April 23, 2004, the 
Roosevelt City Attorneys filed their Certificate of Service in Response to the Defense's Request 
for Discovery. (Docket Entry # 24). Such Certificate did not include the Response to 
Defendant's Request for Discovery, 
On April 23, 2004, Attorney Victor M. Gordon filed the Defense Motion to Suppress 
Order to Show Cause (Docket Entry # 19-23). On May 24, 2004, the Roosevelt City Attorneys 
filed their Memorandum in Opposition to the Motion to Suppress (Docket Entry # 33-42). 
During a telephonic conference with Judge Anderson and the Roosevelt City Attorneys on May 
27, 2004, Attorney Gordon specifically requested a factual hearing on the Motion to Suppress 
(Docket Entry #43-44, Transcript of Hearing, Pages 3-4). The Court provided notice of the 
Suppression Hearing to be conducted on July 27, 2004 (Docket Entry #45-46), 
On July 27, 2004, the Court advised the Defendant that the Court had received a phone 
call that Attorney Gordon would not be present (Transcript of Hearing, Page 9). The Court 
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further advised the Defendant that although the Court had contact with someone regarding 
Attorney Gordon's absence, the hearing would go forward (Docket Entry # 47-48, Transcript of 
Hearing, Page 9). 
The Defendant, Ronnie M Curry, asserts that in the early morning hours of July 27, 2004 
he was contacted by an assistant from the law office of Victor ML Gordon, and advised that 
Attorney Gordon had fallen down, and suffered a massive heart attack. The Defendant further 
asserts that he was advised by the law clerk that the Court would be informed that Attorney Victor 
ML Gordon could not be present for the scheduled Suppression Hearing, a continuance would be 
requested, and that the hearing would be re-scheduled based upon Attorney Gordon's health 
emergencies. 
On July 27, 2004, the Defendant appeared in court expecting that the hearing would be 
continued to a date when his attorney could be present. 
Without benefit of Counsel, the Defendant made every effort to object to the hearing 
going forward. However, the Court proceeded with the hearing. The Judge advised the Defendant 
and the Roosevelt City Attorney that he had carefully reviewed the memorandums and was 
prepared to rule on the motion to suppress without a hearing. (Transcript of Hearing, Page 9). 
The Judge did this despite the Defense Counsel's pnor specific request for a hearing on the factual 
issues. Counsel for Defense specifically requested that the Court not rule on the pleadings, and 
hear testimony, including the two opposing "stories" of what transpired on the date of the arrest* 
(Transcript of Hearing, Pages 3-4). 
The Roosevelt City Attorney was permitted to proffer evidence, including statements that 
the AP&P Agent Shawn Lewis had received information that one of his probationers, Rory Curry, 
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who is the brother of the Defendant, Ronnie M. Curry, may have been living at a trailer with the 
Defendant, Ronnie M. Curry. (Transcript of Hearing, Page 9). The Roosevelt City Attorney 
further proffered that Agent Lewis and Officer Manning went to do a field visit at the location of 
the brother's trailer - the trailer at 145 South 500 East, lot number 15, in Roosevelt - not the 
address of the probationer. Agent Lewis knocked on the door, and the Defendant, Ronnie M, 
Curry opened the door, (Transcript of Hearing, Page 10), The City Attorney further proffered 
that Ronnie stepped back and Agent Lewis stepped in, (Transcript of Hearing, Page 10). The 
City Attorney also proffered that Agent Lewis interrogated the probationer, Rory Curry, about 
where he was living. Over the Defendant's muffled objections, the testimony proffered indicated 
that Rory Curry told the officers that he had been living in the trailer with his brother, Ronnie M. 
Curry. Proffered testimony further indicated that the probationer admitted to illegal drug use in 
the trailer, and that the officers could smell marijuana in the room. (Transcript of Hearing, Page 
10). 
The City Attorney further proffered that Officer Manning, while standing in the trailer 
saw a paper plate with suspected marijuana flakes on it. (Transcript of Hearing, Page 10). The 
officers obtained the search warrant with the affidavit of probable cause based upon the 
probationer's admission of use of marijuana, the odor of marijuana, and the observation of 
suspected marijuana while inside the trailer. (Transcript of Hearing, Page 10-11). 
Finally, the City Attorney argued the State's position that Agent Lewis had the probationer, 
Rory Curry's testimony that he was living at the house. He further argued that out of an 
abundance of caution, the officers did not search the house, but that they waited for a couple of 
hours with the defendants until a. search warrant was issued. (Transcript of Hearing, Page I I ) . 
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The City Attorney finally admits that the argument of Defense Attorney Gordon is that the 
officers forced their entry into the home, and thereby observed the suspected illegal controlled 
substance, and obtained the warrant on the basis of die tainted mformation. (Transcript of 
Hearing, Page I I ) . 
In die Defense's Motion to Suppress, Attorney Gordon argues that there was forcible entry 
into the home. (Docket Entry # 1 9 , Transcript of Hearing, Page I I ) , During the Suppression 
Hearing, the Court noted that that was the key issue. (Transcript of Hearing, Page I I ) . 
The Court proceeded to take sworn testimony of Agent Lewis and Officer Manning as to 
whether or not the proffer of testimony given by the Roosevelt City Attorney, Mr. McClellan, 
accurately reflects what the officers would testify to. (Transcript of Hearing, Page 11-12). Officer 
Manning replied that the part that would differ would be that Ronnie — that Agent Lewis asked to 
speak to Ronnie also and Ronnie and Agent Lewis walked back into that bedroom. (Transcript of 
Hearing, Page 12). The Court said, you said Ronnie, do you mean Rory? And the Officer 
replied, no, Ronnie. (Transcript of Hearing, Page 12). 
The Court advised the Defendant that the key to this is that Rory was on probation. The 
Court found that Rory was living with Ronnie, and that that fact exposed Ronnie's residence to a 
search. (Transcript of Hearing, Page 12). The Court further found that they did not search, they 
went and got a warrant. The Court noted that the officers did stay at the trailer to detain 
everyone, while waiting for the warrant. The Court further found that the warrant itself is not in 
question, and denied the motion to suppress. (Transcript of Hearing, Page 12). 
On July 29, 2004, the Court scheduled a Status Hearing for August 19, 2004, and sent 
notice to the parties (Docket Entry # 49-50). On August 18, 2004 Attorney Gordon filed a 
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Motion and Stipulation for Continuance of the Status Hearing on the basis that he, Attorney 
Gordon, had suffered a major heart attack and kidney failure on July 27, 2004, was admitted to 
the hospital that day, and was not released until August 13, 2004, (Docket Entry # 5 1 ) . 
On August 19, 2004, the advised Ronnie M. Curry, the Defendant, and Rayma Curry, the 
co-defendant, that they would have to retain other counsel if their Attorney, Victor Gordon could 
not be present on the next date set for a Status Hearing, September 16, 2004. (Docket Entry # 
52-53). 
On September 16, 2004, both Ronnie M. Curry and Rayma Curry appeared before the 
Court for the Status Hearing, and advised the Court that their Attorney, Victor Gordon was back 
in the hospital and could not be present. The Judge noted the continuing health problems of 
Attorney Gordon, but advised the Defendants that they had to get on top of this (Transcript of 
Hearing, Page 15). The Court set the matter for Pre-Trial Conference on October 28, 2004 and 
sent Notice of same to Ronnie M. Curry and Attorney Gordon (Docket Entry #58-59). 
On October 27, 2004, Attorney Gordon filed a Motion for Continuance on the basis that 
continued complications from his heart attack and renal failure resulted in his readmission to the 
hospital (Docket Entry # 60-62). On October 28, 2004, a telephonic conference was conducted 
with Attorney Gordon, Judge Anderson, and the Roosevelt City Attorney (Docket Entry #63-64), 
The Court expressed its concern on Attorney Gordon's ability to represent his clients, but would 
be willing to kick it out sixty days to determine the Defense attorney's health status then. 
(Transcript of Hearing, Page 17-21). A Status Hearing was scheduled for January 20, 2005, with 
Notice to Ronnie M. Curry and Attorney Gordon. (Docket Entry #65-66) . 
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On January 20, 2005, Attorney Gordon advised the Court that he could not represent the 
Defendant. Thereafter, the Court found the Defendant indigent and appointed counsel, Marea A. 
Doherty. (Transcript of Hearing, Page 24). On February I, 2005, Attorney Doherty filed her 
Entry of Appearance and Request for Discovery (Docket Entry # 73-75). On February 22, 2005 
Attorney Doherty filed Jury Demand (Docket Entry #83-84). On March 17, 2005, the parties 
appeared for purposes of scheduling a Jury Trial (Docket Entry # 85-86). At that time the parties 
discussed the issues in dispute, including the illegal entry into the trailer, the Search Warrant, and 
the denial of the Defendant's Motion to Suppress, as well as the hearing held without benefit of 
defense counsel. The parties determined that the appropriate remedy was to enter conditional 
pleas rather than to proceed to jury trial, preserving the Defendant's right to appeal the suppression 
issues- The matter was continued for Status Hearing on March 31, 2005. (Docket Entry # 85-
86). On March 31, 2005, the parties reconvened and discussed and confirmed an appropriate 
alternative to proceeding to Jury Trial, where the issues in dispute focused on the illegal entry, the 
search warrant and the denial of the defendant's motion to suppress, (Transcript of Hearing, Page 
26-29). The Court accepted the Defendant's entry of conditional pleas to two class B 
misdemeanor counts, possession of marijuana and possession of paraphernalia, reserving the 
defendant's appeal issues. (Docket Entry # 89-90, Transcript of Hearing, Page 29-30). 
The Court entered an Order accepting the Defendant's conditional pleas, and staying 
sentencing until the Defendant exhausted his right to appeal. (Docket Entry # 91-93); see also 
Utah R. Crim. R II( i ) (2002) The Notice of Appeal was filed on May I I , 2005 (Docket Entry 
#99 -101 ) . Thereafter, the Court of Appeals considered the matter for summary disposition and 
dismissal because the Defendant had not yet been sentenced. (Docket Entry # 112). The 
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Defendant was sentenced on August 18, 2005 (Docket Entry # 122-125). An Amended Notice 
of Appeal was filed on September 15, 2005. (Docket Entry # 126 — 133). 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
FIRST ISSUE 
Mr. Curry asserts that the Court erred by conducting the suppression hearing in the 
absence of his attorney-
On the morning of July 27, 2004, both the Court and the Defendant received word that 
Counsel for Defense, Attorney Victor M. Gordon, had suffered a massive heart attack and would 
be unable to appear at the Suppression Hearing, (Transcript of Hearing, Page 9). 
The Defendant expected that the Court would properly continue the hearing to a date 
when his attorney could be present. However, despite the Defendant's objections, the Court 
proceeded to conduct the Suppression Hearing with out Counsel for Defense. 
This Court may address an issue if it was not raised below by counsel under the Plain Error 
standard. "To succeed on a claim of plain error, a defendant has the burden of showing *(i) [a]n 
error exists; (ii) the error should have been obvious to the trial court; and (iii) the error is 
hamrfuT. quoting State v. Dunn, 850 P.2d 1201, 1208 (Utah 1993). Moreover, an Appellate 
Court may address an issue raised for the first time on appeal if "'plain error'" or "'exceptional 
circumstances'" is established. State v. Irwin, 924 P.2d 5, 7 (Utah Ct. App. 1996). Here, such 
"plain error" and "exceptional circumstances existed". Mr. Curry contends that it was plain error 
for the Judge to conduct the Suppression Hearing in the absence of Counsel for Defense, especially 
where there is a reasonable likelihood of more favorable outcome for the defendant with Counsel 
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for Defense present at the Suppression Hearing. State v. Dunn, 850 P,2d 1201, 1208 (Utah 
1993). 
Finally, Mr. Curry argues that this Court can apply the exceptional circumstances concept 
to avoid manifest injustice. See State v. Nelson-Waggoner, 94 P.3d 186 (Utah 2004). This 
concept is "used sparingly, properly reserved for truly exceptional situations.. .involving 'rare 
procedural anomalies/ " State v. Irwin, 924 P.2d 5, I I (Utah Ct. App. 1996). There can be no 
question that the facts here present rare procedural anomalies. 
Here, clearly, the Court should not have conducted the Suppression Hearing without 
Counsel for Defense present. There is no question that the Defendant had not waived his right to 
counsel. Conducting the hearing was an error. Such error should have been obvious to the trial 
court. There can be no questions that the error is harmful to the Defendant, where the hearing was 
on the Defense's Motion to Suppress Evidence, and the Motion was denied without Counsel for 
Defense having the opportunity to cross-examine the State's witnesses, introduce its own witnesses, 
or otherwise argue the facts in dispute. 
SECOND ISSUE 
Mr. Curry contends that the Trial Court erred in denying his Motion to Suppress where 
such motion should have properly been granted on multiple grounds. First, Mr. Curry contends 
that the ruling denying the Defendant's Motion to Suppress reached after conducting the 
Suppression Hearing in the absence of Counsel for Defense was clearly in error. Second, Mr. 
Curry asserts that the Motion to Suppress filed by prior counsel, Attorney Victor M. Gordon on 
April 24, 2004, presented sufficient argument and factual dispute for grounds for suppression -
the Motion itself- even absent a Memorandum of Points and Authorities. Mr. Curry specifically 
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points to allegations of the Officer's illegal entry and warrantless search of Mr. Curry's trailer, and 
the tainted Search Warrant, where the information contained therein used for its issuance was 
obtained by the officers illegal entry into Mr, Curry's trailer. 
When reviewing a trial court's factual assessments underlying a decision to grant or deny a 
suppression motion, this Court will not disturb the court's determination unless the trial court was 
clearly in error. State v. Ashet 745 P.2d 1255 (Utah 1987). A trial court's determination is clearly 
erroneous i(f upon review of the totality of the facts and circumstances, we reach a firm and 
definite conviction that a mistake has been made. State v. Ashe, 745 P.2d 1255 at 1258 (Utah 
1987). State v. Hegelman, 717 P.2d 1348 (Utah 1986). 
Hear, the Trial Judge conducted the Suppression Hearing without Defense Counsel. 
Worse, the Trial Judge proceeded to hearing testimony proffered only by the State. (Transcript of 
Hearing, Page 9-13). Based on exacerbated health issues, Counsel for Defense had not yet filed its 
Memorandum of Points and Authorities, nor was he able to be physically present on the first 
scheduled date for the Suppression Hearing, The Trial Court's action in proceeding with the 
Suppression Hearing in the absence of Defense Counsel, provides this Court with a basis for a firm 
conviction that the Trial Court made a mistake in denying the Defense's Motion to Suppress. 
(Docket Entry # 19-23, Transcript of Hearing, Page 4). 
T H I R D ISSUE 
Mr. Curry contends that the magistrate - whom, in this case was also the Trial Judge -
erred in determining that there were enough facts contained in the affidavit to find probable cause 
to issue the Search Warrant. 
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Mr, Curry must note that the Record itself is void of any copy of the Affidavit and Order 
for Search Warrant, Search Warrant, or Return on Search Warrant - original, duplicated, 
executed, returned or otherwise. However, blank copies of a duplicate Affidavit and Order for 
Search Warrant and the Search Warrant are attached hereto as Addendum E and Addendum F, 
respectively. 
Mr. Curry further contends that the factual information contained within the blank copy 
of the affidavit m support of the search warrant was tainted because it was gleaned from the 
Officer's initial illegal entry and warrantless search of the trailer. Absent the illegal entry and 
warrantless search of the trailer, the officers had insufficient probable cause for the search warrant. 
This Court reviews an affidavit in support of a search warrant focusing "on whether the 
magistrate had a substantial basis for concluding that there were enough facts within the affidavit 
to find that probable cause existed/ " State v. Jackson. 937 P.2d 545, 547 (Utah Ct. App. 1997), 
quoting State v. Collard, 810 P.2d 884, 885 (Utah Ct. App.), cert denied, 817 P.2d 327 (Utah 
1991); State v. Vingh. 871 P.2d 1030 (Utah App. 1994). This "substantial basis" must be 
remised on the totality of the circumstances alleged in the affidavit. Illinois v. Gates. 462 U.S. 213 
(1983). 
FOURTH ISSUE 
Mr. Curry emphatically argues that he was denied his Sixth Amendment Right to Counsel. 
Further, at no point did he waive his right to counsel 
The Sixth Amendment guarantees defendant's right to counsel at every stage of the 
prosecution in which the absence of counsel might jeopardize his right to a fair trial. US. v. 
Austin. 231 E3d 1278, C.A.I0 (Utah 2000). In the absence of a colloquy on the record 
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establishing the validity of a waiver of defendant's right to counsel, appellate court will review the 
record de novo to determine the validity of the waiver, indulging every reasonable presumption 
against waiver of the right. State v. Arguelles, 63 P.2d 731 (Utah 2003). 
FIFTH ISSUE 
Mr. Curry contends that initial Defense Counsel, Attorney Victor M. Gordon, provided 
ineffective assistance of counsel. Mr. Curry asserts that Attorney Gordon's representation "fell 
below on objective standard of reasonableness/' and that but for the deficient representation, there 
is a "reasonable probability" that the result would have been different. Strickland v. Washington, 
466 U S . 668, 688, 694, 104 S. Ct. 2052, 2064, 2068 (1984). Specifically, Mr. Curry points to 
a litany of omissions by Attorney Gordon, who, despite his failing health, had an obligation to 
ininimally attend to the pending matters. Mr. Curry also contends that Attorney Gordon should 
have properly objected to the denial of the Motion to Suppress following the improper hearing. 
To establish ineffective assistance of counsel, the Defendant must show that defense 
counsel's representation "fell below on objective standard of reasonableness/' and that, but for the 
deficient representation, there is a "reasonable probability" that the result would have been 
different... "A reasonable probability is a probability sufficient to undermine confidence in the 
outcome." Strickland v. Washington, 466 VS. 668, 688 (1984). 
SIXTH ISSUE 
Mr. Curry contends that the absence in the record of any copy of the Search Warrant, the 
Affidavit and Order for Search Warrant, and Return of Search Warrant - original, duplicate, 
executed or otherwise - invalidates the warrant. 
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The State can point to no record of the Affidavit or the Search Warrant itself This 
omission goes beyond mere ministerial and or technical errors in the preparation, execution, or 
return on the search warrant. Accordingly, the warrant is invalid. State v. Rowe, 806 P.2d 730 
(UtahCt.App. 1991). 
Mr. Curry notes that blank copies of a duplicate Affidavit and Order for Search Warrant 
and the Search Warrant are attached hereto as Addendum E and Addendum F, respectively, 
A good faith exception can not now cure the deficiency in the non-existent Search 
Warrant. U S . v. Leon, 468 VS. 897, 922 (1984). 
Lastly, Mr. Curry argues that he can not be deemed to have properly waived his right to 
object to this issue by not raising it previously or preserving it in the lower court, where the 
Suppression Hearing was conducted without Counsel for Defense being present. U.S. v. DeWitt, 
946 F.2d. 1497 (10* Cir. 1991). 
An Appellate Court may address an issue raised for the first time on appeal if '"plain 
error'" or "'exceptional circumstances'" is established. State v. Irwinu 924 P,2d 5, 7 (Utah Ct. 
App. 1996). 
ARGUMENT 
I-THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN CONDUCTING T H E SUPPRESSION HEARING IN 
THE ABSENCE OF COUNSEL FOR T H E DEFENSE. 
Mr. Curry asserts that the Court erred by conducting the suppression hearing in the 
absence of his attorney. 
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On the morning of July 27, 2004, both the Court and the Defendant received word that 
Counsel for Defense, Attorney Victor M. Gordon, had suffered a massive heart attack and would 
be unable to appear at the Suppression Hearing. (Transcript of Hearing, Page 9), 
The Defendant expected that the Court would properly continue the hearing to a date 
when his attorney could be present. However, despite the Defendant's objections, the Court 
proceeded to conduct the Suppression Hearing without Counsel for Defense. 
The Court made no valid finding as to why it proceeded with the hearing without Defense 
Counsel. (Transcript of Hearing, Pages 9-13). The Trial Judge erroneously advised the 
Defendant that the hearing would proceed despite the fact that Counsel for Defense had made 
contact with the Court, and the Court was folly advised that Counsel for Defense would not be 
present. (Docket Entry # 47-48, Transcript of Hearing, Page 9). This was not a scenario where 
Counsel for Defense merely did not show up, without explanation, for a scheduled Court date. 
The Court could not find Counsel for Defense in contempt for failing to contact the Court, nor 
for failing to appear, and certainly not for suffering a heart attack. 
Apparently, the Trial Judge was compelled to move the case along. The Judgment Roll 
and Index, constituting the Record in this matter reflects the following progression of the case: 
Citation on February 18, 2004; Arraignment on February 19, 2004; Appearance of Counsel on 
March 4, 2004; Defendant appeared on March 4, 2004 and advised the Court that he had retained 
private counsel, Attorney Viaor M. Gordon; the Court set the matter for Bench Trial on April 29, 
2004; Appearance of Counsel, Request for Discovery and Jury demand filed on April 14, 2004; 
Motion to Suppress and Order to Show Cause filed on April 23, 2004; Motion to Continue filed 
by Roosevelt City Attorney on April 28, 2004 for additional time to respond to Motion to 
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Suppress; Notice for a telephonic conference to schedule a date to conduct the Suppression 
Hearing sent on May 5, 2004; Telephonic conference to schedule the Suppression Hearing on 
May 27, 2004; Notice for Suppression Hearing scheduled for July 27, 2004 sent on May 27, 
2004. (Docket Entry # 1 , 9-10, 11, 16-17, 18, 19-23, 25-27, 28, 29-31, 43-44, 45-46, 47-48, 
Transcript of Hearing, Page 3-8). 
As of the date of the first scheduled Suppression Hearing in this matter, set for July 27, 
2004, Counsel for Defense had performed properly and timely, and complied with all Court 
orders. As of this date, the only Motion to Continue the matter had been filed by the Roosevelt 
City Attorney. (Docket Entry #25-27). As of the date of the first scheduled Suppression 
Hearing, there had been no unusual, unreasonable, unexplained or detrimental delays in the 
progression of the matter before the Court. The Trial Judge was misguided in believing that he 
must move the case along, and conduct the Suppression Hearing on the date scheduled in the 
absence of Defense CounseL The Roosevelt City Attorney had subpoenad the Case Officer, who 
was a Roosevelt City Police Officer, the assisting officers, who were also Roosevelt City Police 
Officers, and the Uintah County AP&P Agent to testify at the Suppression Hearing scheduled on 
July 27, 2004. In light of the circumstances of the emergency health issues of Counsel for 
Defense, it would not have been unreasonable, unduly costly, or pose an undue delay in not 
conduct the hearing, and re-schedule the same, and re-subpoena the officers. 
In reviewing the record, it appears that Counsel for Defense was sporadically incapacitated 
from July 27, 2004 through January 20, 2005 based on major and recurring physical ailments. 
(Docket Entry # 47-48, 51, 52-53, 56-57, 60-62, 63-64, Transcript of Hearing, Page 9,14, 15-
16, 17-21, 22-25), The delays perceived by the Trial Judge occurred, if at all, after the first 
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scheduled date of the Suppression Hearing on July 27, 2004. The Trial Court can point to no 
valid reason to conduct the hearing on that first scheduled date. 
This Court may address an issue if it was not raised below by counsel under the Plain Error 
standard. "To succeed on a claim of plain error, a defendant has the burden of showing '(i) [a]n 
error exists; (ii) the error should have been obvious to the trial court; and (iii) the error is 
harmful"', quoting State v. Dunn, 850 P.2d 1201, 1208 (Utah 1993). 
Here, clearly, the Court should not have conducted the Suppression Hearing without 
Counsel for Defense present. There is no question that the Defendant was represented by 
CounseL (Docket Entry # 16-17). There is no question that the Defendant had not waived his 
right to counsel. Conducting the hearing was an error. Such error should have been obvious to the 
trial court. There can be no questions that the error is harmful to the Defendant, where the 
hearing was on the Defense's Motion to Suppress Evidence, and the Motion was denied without 
Counsel for Defense having the opportunity to cross-examine the State's witnesses, introduce its 
own witnesses, or otherwise argue the facts in dispute. 
Moreover, an Appellate Court may address an issue raised for the first time on appeal if 
"'plain error'" or "'exceptional circumstances'" is established. State v. Irwin, 924 P.2d 5, 7 (Utah 
Ct* App. 1996), Here, such "plain error" and "exceptional circumstances existed". Mr. Curry 
contends that it was plain error for the Judge to condua the Suppression Hearing in the absence of 
Counsel for Defense, especially where there is a reasonable likelihood of more favorable outcome 
for the defendant with Counsel for Defense present at the Suppression Hearing. State v. Dunnf 
850 ?2d 1201,1208 (Utah 1993). 
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Finally, Mr, Curry argues that this Court can apply the exceptional circumstances concept 
to avoid manifest injustice. See State v. Nelson-Waggoner, 94 P.3d 186 (Utah 2004). This 
concept is "used sparingly, properly reserved for truly exceptional situations.. .involving 'rare 
procedural anomalies/ " State v. Irwin, 924 P.2d 5, I I (Utah Ct, App. 1996). There can be no 
question that the facts here present rare procedural anomalies. Attorney for the Defense suffered a 
major heart attack and kidney failure. The Court was so advised. The Court should not have 
conducted the Suppression Hearing without Counsel for Defense. 
2~ T H E TRIAL C O U R T ERRED IN DENYING CURRY'S M O T I O N T O SUPPRESS. 
Mr. Curry contends that the Trial Court erred in denying his Motion to Suppress where 
such motion should have properly been granted on multiple grounds- First, Mr. Curry contends 
that the ruling denying the Defendant's Motion to Suppress reached after conducting the 
Suppression Hearing in the absence of Counsel for Defense was clearly in error. Second, Mr. 
Curry asserts that the Motion to Suppress filed by prior counsel, Attorney Victor M* Gordon on 
April 24, 2004, presented sufficient argument and factual dispute for grounds for suppression — 
the Motion itself - even absent a Memorandum of Points and Authorities — including allegations 
of the Officer's illegal entry and warrantless search of Mr. Curry's trailer, and the tainted Search 
Warrant, where the information contained therein used for its issuance was obtained by the 
officers illegal entry into Mr. Curry's trailer. And third, Mr. Curry asserts that the ruling was 
erroneous where the Court failed to grant Counsel for the Defense additional time to submit a 
Memorandum in support of the motion to suppress* 
When reviewing a trial court's factual assessments underlying a decision to grant or deny a 
suppression motion, this Court will not disturb the court's determination unless the trial court was 
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clearly in error. State v. Ashe, 745 P.2d 1255 (Utah 1987). A trial court's determination is clearly 
erroneous if, upon review of the totality of the facts and circumstances, we reach a firm and 
definite conviction that a mistake has been made. State v. Ashe, 745 P.2d 1255 at 1258 (Utah 
1987). State v. Hegelman, 717 P.2d 1348 (Utah 1986). 
The Trial Court reviewed only the Memorandum of Points and Authorities filed by the 
State. The Trial Court was advised of Defense Counsel's health issues, and request for additional 
time. Despite this, the Trial Judge proceeded to hear testimony proffered only by the State. 
(Transcript of Hearing, Page 9-13), Mr, Curry further contends that the Motion to Suppress 
raised factual issues in dispute that warranted a suppression hearing at which both parties could 
present evidence and cross-examine witnesses. Trial Court should have refrained from ruling on 
the Suppression issues until such time as Defense Counsel could properly participate in the 
requested Suppression Hearing, and submit a Memorandum, 
A review of the record, provides this Court with a basis for a firm conviction that the Trial 
Court made a mistake in denying the Defense's Motion to Suppress. (Docket Entry # 19-23, 
Transcript of Hearing, Page 4), 
Mr, Curry asserts that the Suppression Hearing was improperly conducted without his 
attorney being present, which precluded his opportunity to proffer evidence, as the State did, to 
cross-examine the state's witnesses, to introduce any facts, or in any other way contend any facts 
proffered or introduced by the State, or to call witnesses of his own. Specifically, Mr, Curry 
contends that the testimony of the Officers regarding his brother, the probationer, Rory Curry's 
residence at the trailer, the Officer's entry into the trailer, and the affidavit in support of the search 
warrant were false. Contrary to the State's position, Mr, Curry contends that the initial entry into 
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the home was not within constitutional limits. Mr. Curry further contends that the officers' entry 
into the trailer was inappropriate, illegal, and not authorized by law, nor the probation agreement 
with the Defendant's brother, Rory Curry. When Ronnie M. Curry opened his door in response 
to the knock on the door, Agent Lewis forced his way into the trailer, yelling for Rory Curry. 
Agent Lewis was not invited into the trailer. Mr. Curry did not give his consent to the entry or 
search. Nor did Mr. Curry impliedlygive his consent to a search of his trailer based upon the 
AP&P agreement that his brother, Rory Curry. Based upon the uncontested testimony of the 
Officers, the Court concluded that the probationer, Rory Curry, was living with the Defendant, 
Ronnie M. Curry, and that exposed the Defendant, Ronnie M. Curry to the search of the trailer. 
The Court further concluded that the Officers* actions in detaining the occupants while obtaining 
a search warrant was proper, and that the affidavit in support of the search warrant was supported 
by probable cause. The Court denied the Motion to Suppress. 
Even if this was the residence of Rory Curry, which it was not, a Probation Officer is 
required to have reasonable suspicion before commencing a warrantless search of a Probationer's 
residence. State v. Ham, 910 P.2d 433, 438 (Utah Ct. App. 1996). The law is well settled that 
for a Probation Officer to conduct a search, the officer must have a reasonable suspicion that the 
probationer has committed a probation violation or crime and that the search is reasonably related 
to the Officer's duty. State v. Johnson. 748 P.2d 1069, 1072. Probation search "cannot be based 
on a mere hunch without a factual basis nor upon casual rumor, general reputation or mere whim" 
State v.Velsquez 672 P.2d 1254 (Utah 1983). See State v. Strickling. 844 P.2d 979, 983 (Utah 
Court of Appeals) 1982. See also United States v. Louis 71 F. 3d 358 362 n. 3 (10th Circ 1995). 
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Here, the Probation Officer had no such reasonable suspicion, number one, that Rory 
Curry was m fact living at the residence, and number two, that Rory Curry was using illegal drugs 
at that — or any - location. 
On the date of this incident, Rory Curry had been complying with the terms and 
conditions of his probation for approximately one year, while living with his father, Richard Curry, 
at the address reported in the Probation Agreement, 519 East 700 North, Roosevelt, Utah. The 
State, including Agent Lewis and the officers, try to point to "information that Rory Curry may 
have moved into a residence with is brother, Ronnie Curry" as the substance for their reasonable 
suspicion. (Docket Entry # 34). Worse, the State and Agent Lewis make no mention whatsoever 
for the basis of their belief of suspected drug use by the probationer. 
Contrary to the State's position, the Probation Agreement with Rory Curry did not subject 
Ronnie M. Curry to the terms of such agreement. Agent Lewis, and his purported "backup" of 
Roosevelt City Police Officers, were not authorized or permitted to supervise the probation of 
Rory Curry inside the private residence of Ronnie M. Curry. (Docket Entry # 37). Mr. Curry is 
entitled to Fourth Amendment protections to be free from unreasonable searches and seizures, 
including illegal entries and warrantless searches. The Judge heard only the State's proffer of 
testimony related to this very issue. (Transcript of Hearing, Page 9-10). 
3-THE MAGISTRATE ERRED IN ISSUING T H E SEARCH WARRANT. 
The Fourth Amendment to the federal constitution requires that "probable cause, 
supported by Oath or affirmation" be established prior to the issuance of a warrant, LLS, Const* 
IV, "[W]hen a search warrant is issued on the basis of an affidavit, that affidavit must contain 
specific facts sufficient to support a determination by a neutral magistrate that probable cause 
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exists/' The action of the magistrate, however, must not be a "mere ratification of the bare 
conclusions of others/' Otherwise, the magistrate becomes only a "rubber stamp" for police, 
abandoning the neutral and detached role which is a "more reliable safeguard against improper 
searches than the hurried judgment of a law enforcement officer/' State v, Droneburg, 781 P,2d 
1303 (Utah Ct,App, 1989> 
Mr, Curry contends that the magistrate - whom, in this case, was also the Trial Judge -
erred in determining that there were sufficient facts contained in the affidavit to find probable 
cause to issue the Search Warrant 
Mr, Curry must note that the Record itself is void of anyco^y of the Affidavit and Order 
for Search Warrant, Search Warrant, or Return on Search Warrant — original, duplicated, 
executed, returned or otherwise. However, blank copies of a duplicate Affidavit and Order for 
Search Warrant and the Search Warrant are attached hereto as Addendum E and Addendum F, 
respectively. 
According to the law, an affidavit filed in support of a search warrant must establish 
probable cause to believe that evidence of a crime will be found in a particular place. To that end, 
the affidavit must establish the veracity, reliability and basis of knowledge of the person supplying 
the information to the affiant; and it must contain detailed facts of criminal conduct, and 
information to support an adequate police investigation. 
The Affidavit reflects that the affiant and AP&P Agent Lewis 'Vent to the residence to do 
a field visit with Rory Curry, who is currently on probation for assault by a prisoner a third degree 
felony/' (Addendum E,) The defendant, Ronnie M, Curry, is not on probation. The 
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probationer, Rory Curry, does not live at the trailer located at 145 South 500 East lot # 1 5 , 
Roosevelt, Utah. 
The Affidavit further reflects that "while inside the residence this affiant observed a white 
paper plate sitting on the counter top. . .with small green leafy fragments consistent with 
marijuana/' (Addendum E.) What the Affidavit omits to identify are the illegal circumstances 
that permitted the Affiant to "be inside the residence/' 
The Affiant formed the probable cause to believe, and did believe that the property is 
located on the premises because he was illegally inside the premises. 
What is most troubling in Mr. Curry's case is that Officer Manning failed to identify that 
the basis of his knowledge regarding the facts of criminal conduct was derived by his illegal 
presence in Mr. Curry's trailer. (Addendum E, paragraph 5.a). Officer Manning claims to have 
been assisting Agent Lewis on a field visit of a probationer at the trailer located at 145 South 500 
East, lot # 1 5 , Roosevelt, Utah. The affidavit misrepresents that the alleged field visit was to the 
probationer' address. This was not the address of the probationer. Nor does the affidavit indicate 
that the officers were operating on a hunch that they would find the probationer at this address. 
(Docket Entry # 34). 
Mr. Curry contends that the factual information contained within the blank copy of the 
affidavit in support of the search warrant was tainted because it was gleaned from the Officer's 
initial illegal entry and warrantless search of the trailer. Absent the illegal entry and warrantless 
search of the trailer, the officers had insufficient probable cause for the search warrant. 
(Addendum E, F, and G). 
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This Court reviews an affidavit in support of a search warrant focusing "on whether the 
'magistrate had a substantial basis for concluding that there were enough facts within the affidavit 
to find that probable cause existed/ " State v. Jackson, 937 P.2d 545, 547 (Utah Ct. App. 1997), 
quoting State v. Collard, 810 P 2 d 884, 885 (Utah Ct. App.), cert denied, 817 P.2d 327 (Utah 
1991); State v. Vingh, 871 P.2d 1030 (Utah App. 1994). This "substantial basis" must be 
remised on the totality of the circumstances alleged in the affidavit. Illinois v. Gates, 462 U.S. 213 
(1983). 
Mr. Cuny further contends that the "totality of the circumstances" was not truthfully 
reported, first, because the affiant misrepresented that the residence that they went to was that of 
the probationer, and second that while the officers were unlawfully inside the residence they 
observed the suspected controlled substance. (Addendum E, paragraph 5 a). In this matter, 
Officer Manning prepared an affidavit for a search warrant based on tainted information. 
Though Utah law is well settled that there must be a fair probability that contraband or 
evidence of a crime will be found in a particular place, the origin of that knowledge was not 
disclosed, Vingh, 871 P.2d at 1030. The Officers arrived at the "fair probability" that there 
would be contraband in a particular place based upon their illegal presence inside the trailer 
belonging to Ronnie M. Curry — a location that was not where the probationer lived* 
Mr. Curry further asserts that the affiant failed to demonstrate in any meaningful way that 
he had performed an adequate police investigation* As with the Droneburg Court, this Court 
should find that the affidavit for the search warrant failed to establish probable cause where it 
contained conclusory statements. State v. Droneburg, 781 P,2d 1303, at 1305. Officer Manning 
was in the trailer, and saw the suspected marijuana and paraphernalia, therefore, he could conclude 
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that the marijuana and paraphernalia would be found where he saw it — when he was present 
illegally. 
In Illinois v. Gates, 462 U.S. 213, the United States Supreme Court emphasized the 
importance of independent police investigation and corroboration in the probable cause analysis. 
In that case, the police officers received an anonymous letter where Lance and Sue Gates lived and 
it identified how they made their drug buys. The letter contained a range of details relating not 
just to easily obtained facts, but to future actions. In connection with receiving the letter officers 
engaged in an independent investigation. 
Unlike the case in Gatest here, the AP&P Agent had a discussion with Roosevelt Police 
officers that indicated that the probationer, Rory Curry — the brother of the Defendant, Ronnie 
M. Curry — may have moved into a residence with his brother. 
On February 17, 2004 the probationer's brother — the Defendant, Ronnie M. Curry, was 
in fact still living with their father, Richard Curry, at 519 East, 700 North, Roosevelt, Utah* This 
is the address of record where Rory Curry, the probationer was living. The Roosevelt City officers 
believed that Rory may have been living with his brother, Ronnie. No specific information about 
the address where the brothers may have been living was provided. The affidavit demonstrates no 
independent police investigation or corroboration to determine the accuracy of the address where 
the brothers may have been residing. (Addendum E). 
Mr. Curry also contends that the affidavit purportedly telephonically communicated by 
Officer Manning is deficient because Officer Manning misrepresented and or omitted material 
facts, that, had they been properly disclosed, would negate probable cause. State v. Lee, 863 P.2d 
49 (Utah Ct.App. 1993). 
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Mr. Curry further argues that the misrepresentations and omitted facts would negate 
probable cause based on the following analysis: 
In Franks v. Delaware, 438 U.S. 154 (1978), the United States Supreme Court held that 
where the defendant makes a substantial preliminary showing that a false statement knowingly, 
intentionally, or with reckless disregard for the truth, was included by the affiant in the warrant 
affidavit, and if the allegedly false statement is necessary to the finding of probable cause, the 
Fourth Amendment requires that a hearing be held at the defendant's request. 
Although these are assertions that should have been made by prior Trial Counsel, Attorney 
Gordon, Mr, Curry's current counsel is unable to cite to the record to support these assertions, 
where it is overwhelming evident that the prosecution of this matter occurred without the benefit 
of the presence of Defense Counsel, The record as a whole, as well as the omissions point to the 
lack of Counsel, Mr, Curry's confusion, the protracted efforts of Mr, Curry to understand the 
proceedings against him, and the frustration that the Trial Court proceeded on his behalf without 
Defense Counsel being present, 
Mr, Curry argues that had he been represented at the Suppression Hearing, Counsel for 
Defense would have requested a Frank's hearing, Mr, Curry further argues that at such hearing, the 
allegation of perjury or reckless disregard would be estabHshed by a preponderance of evidence. In 
that event, the affidavit's false material — the challenged statements would at a minimum include -
that of the officers being present at the address to do a field visit on a probationer who did not live 
at that address, coupled with the illegal presence in the residence that permitted the observation of 
the suspected marijuana and paraphernalia - the affidavit's remaining content would be insufficient 
to establish probable cause. For these reasons, Mr, Curry argues that the search warrant must be 
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voided and the fruits of the search excluded to the same extent as if probable cause was lacking on 
the face of the affidavit. Id at 155-56. 
Mr. Curry also notes that the Utah Supreme Court has extended the reasoning in Franks to 
include misstatements which occur because information is omitted. State v. Neilsen, 727 P.2d 
188, 191 (Utah 1986). Mr. Curry contends that the affidavit omitted the information that the 
residence that the officers went to do a field visit on the probationer, Rory Curry, was not the 
residence reported as the address of the probationer in his AP&P agreement. Mr. Curry further 
contends that the affidavit omitted the information that the officers, including AP&P Agent Lewis 
and the Roosevelt City Police officers, forced their way into the trailer. Mr. Curry did not invite 
them in. The officers did not identify themselves, nor state their business at the trailer. Mr. Curry 
did not consent to their entry, or their search. No officer ever made any indication of hot pursuit 
or exigent circumstances. Under Neilsen, Mr. Curry would establish by a preponderance of the 
evidence that material information has been intentionally, knowingly or recklessly omitted, and 
that with the omitted information inserted, the affidavit does not support probable cause. Id. 
4-MR. CURRY WAS DENIED HIS SIXTH AMENDMENT RIGHT T O COUNSEL. 
Mr. Curry emphatically argues that he was denied his Sixth Amendment Right to Counsel 
when the Trial Court conducted the Suppression Hearing without his attorney. Mr. Curry further 
contends that the ensuing and continue prosecution against him, without benefit of defense 
counsel for the approximate six months following the Suppression Hearing, was also a denial of his 
Sixth Amendment Right to Counsel. More importantly, Mr. Curry contends that at no point did 
he waive his right to counsel. 
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The Sixth Amendment guarantees defendant's right to counsel at every stage of the 
prosecution in which the absence of counsel might jeopardize his right to a fair trial. U.S. v, 
Austin, 231 F.3d 1278, C.A.IO (Utah 2000). In the absence of a colloquy on the record 
establishing the validity of a waiver of defendant's right to counsel, appellate court will review the 
record de novo to determine the validity of the waiver, indulging every reasonable presumption 
against waiver of the right. State v. Arguelles, 63 P.2d 731 (Utah 2003). 
During the Suppression Hearing conducted on July 27, 2004, Mr. Curry was not afforded 
the opportunity to introduce factual information of the facts in dispute, nor cross-examine the 
State's witnesses. Rather than properly continuing the Suppression Hearing to a date when 
Counsel for Defense could be present — to afford the Defendant his constitutionally mandated 
Sixth Amendment Right to Counsel — the Trial Court conducted the hearing with no 
representation for the Defense. There can be no question that the Defendant's Sixth Amendment 
rights to Counsel were violated-
5-THE TRIAL ATTORNEY RETAINED BY DEFENDANT PROVIDED INEFFECTIVE 
ASSISTANCE OF COUNSEL. 
Mr. Curry contends that initial private Defense Counsel retained by Mr. Curry, Attorney 
Victor M. Gordon, provided ineffective assistance of counsel. Mr. Curry asserts that Attorney 
Gordon's representation 'Tell below on objective standard of reasonableness," and that but for the 
deficient representation, there is a "reasonable probability" that the result would have been 
different. Strickland v. Washington, 466 U S . 668, 688, 694,104 S. C t 2052, 2064, 2068 
(1984). Specifically, Mr. Curry points to a litany of omissions by Attorney Gordon, who, despite 
his failing health, had an obligation to miiwmlly attend to the pending matters. First and 
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foremost, Mr, Curry claims that Attorney Gordon, or his office representatives, failed to timely 
and or properly notify the Court of his unavailability for the Suppression Hearing as a result of his 
heart attack, Mr, Curry further contends that Attorney Gordon failed to thereafter properly object 
to or prevent the Suppression Hearing from proceeding in his absence, Mr, Curry also contends 
that Attorney Gordon should have properly objected to the denial of the Motion to Suppress 
following such improper hearing. Mr, Curry finally contends that prior Defense Counsel, Victor 
M, Gordon was ineffective by failing to file a Memorandum of Points and Authorities in support 
of the Motion to Suppress and or to file a Reply to the State's Memorandum in Opposition to the 
Motion to Suppre$s. 
T o establish ineffective assistance of counsel, the Defendant must show that defense 
counsel's representation "fell below on objective standard of reasonableness/' and that, but for the 
deficient representation, there is a "reasonable probability'' that the result would have been 
different,, • "A reasonable probability is a probability sufficient to undermine confidence in the 
outcome/' Strickland v. Washington, 466 VS. 668, 688, 694,104 S. Ct. 2052, 2064, 2068 
(1984), 
Mr* Curry argues that the efforts made by Trial Counsel, Attorney Gordon, fell below an 
objective standard of reasonableness, when, following his major heart attack and kidney failure 
suffered on July 27, 2004, he did not withdraw from the case, Mr. Curry admits and recognizes 
that Trial Counsel, Attorney Gordon, made some efforts to represent him, but that in fact, his 
declining health repeatedly prevented him from providing effective assistance of counsel, despite 
his best efforts. 
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Mr. Curry points to what appears to be the first correspondence of any kind of Attorney 
Gordon following the denial of the Defense's Motion to Suppress nearly three weeks after the 
Suppression Hearing was conducted in Ins absence. Such correspondence was in itself a "last 
minute" Motion for Continuance filed on August 18, 2004, for the Status Hearing scheduled for 
August 19, 2004, (Docket Entry # 51). On the continued date of September 16, 2004, the 
Defendant Ronnie M. Curry, and his co-defendant and sister, Rayma Curry, appeared before the 
Trial Court, (Transcript of Hearing, Page 15). The Defendant's communicated to the Trial 
Court that Defense Counsel was requesting another continuance, (Transcript of Hearing, Page 
15), The Trial Court did continue the matter until October 28, 2004, for Status, On October 
27, 2004, the court received a fax transmission of a Motion for Continuance for the matter set for 
October 28, 2004, As ground for the continuance, the Motion indicated that Mr, Gordon had a 
heart attack and renal failure and continues to have serious health issues, resulting in his re-
admission to the hospital. The Motion further identified that Mr, Gordon was being treated at 
home, was home-bound, and did not ;u M u-ip P
 t his ability to be ready for trial work until 
December of 2004, (Docket Entry # 60-62), The parties agreed to conduct the Status Hearing 
on October 28, 2004, telephomcally-
On October 28, 2004, the parties conducted a telephonic conference, (Transcrip i 
Hearing, Page 17-21), During that time, Attorney Gordon did request the Court's continued 
indulgence and consideration i condition. He requested that the matter be continued an 
additional two months in order to permit him to fully recover. The Court indicated i hit it was 
sympathetic for his illness, but questioned whether he should withdraw, (Transcript of Hearing, 
Page 18). At that point, Attorney Gordon represented that if the Court would grant the 
additional two months, and he was still not able to represent the interests of his clients, he would 
withdraw. (Transcript of Hearing, Page 18), Based on that, the Trial Judge agreed to "kick it 
down for sixty days. The Court expressed its concern by stating that "we need to move things 
along here/' (Transcript of Hearing, Page 20), The matter was continued to January 20, 2005, 
with notice to the parties, (Docket Entry # 65-66). 
On January 20, 2005, Attorney Gordon faxed a letter to the Court advising of his 
continued incapacity and inability to represent the defendants, Rayma and Ronnie Curry in these 
matters. (Docket Entry # 70). On January 20, 2005, the Defendant, Ronnie M. Curry appeared 
before the Trial Court for the scheduled Status Hearing, At that time, the Court informed the 
Defendant that Attorney Gordon could no longer practice law. Mr. Curry indicated that he had 
not been made aware of that. (Transcript of Hearing, Page 22). At that time, the Court also 
advised Mr. Curry that he would be ordered to get a new lawyer. Thereafter, the Court found Mr. 
Curry indigent, and appointed counsel, Marea A, Doherty. The Trial Judge indicated that the 
Court would appoint counsel to "move this along." (Transcript of Hearing, Page 24). 
Mr. Curry contends that Attorney Gordon was ineffective in his representation of him, 
despite his illness, based upon his inability to attend to the pending matter. 
6-THE ABSENCE IN T H E RECORD OF ANY COPY OF T H E SEARCH W A R R A N T 
INVALIDATES T H E WARRANT. 
Mr. Curry contends that the absence in the record of any copy of the Search Warrant, the 
Affidavit and Order for Search Warrant, and Return of Search Warrant - original, duplicate, 
executed or otherwise - invalidates the warrant. 
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The State can point to no record of the Affidavit or the Search Warrant itself This 
omission goes beyond mere ministerial and or technical errors in the preparation, execution, or 
return on the search warrant. Accordingly, the warrant is invalid. State v. Rowet 806 P.2d 730 
(UtahCt.App. 1991). 
Mr. Curry notes that blank copies of a duplicate Affidavit and Order for Search Warrant 
and the Search Warrant are attached hereto as Addendum E and Addendum F, respectively. 
A good faith exception can not now cure the deficiency in the non-existent Search 
Warrant. VS. v. Leon, 468 VS. 897, 922 (1984). 
Mr. Curry also argues that the magistrate — in this case the Trial Judge — the State, as well 
as the case officers, and affiant, failed to follow any of the additional procedures required under 
the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure in securing a telephonic warrant. It appears that the only 
additional procedure that may have been complied with is that of the Applicant — in this case, 
Officer Manning — appears to have prepared a duplicate original warrant. This duplicate — the 
blank document, is in fact all that has been uncovered, as reflected in Addendum E. 
There is nor record of the magistrate's original warrant. There is no signature of the 
magistrate on the warrant, nor any date or time entered. There is no signature by the applicant of 
the judge's signature on the duplicate warrant. There is no date and time the warrant was executed 
on the duplicate warrant. 
The record does appear to reflect the executed property inventory and receipt, even though 
the Judgment Roll and Index omits the entry for the same. (Docket Entry # 5, 6, 7). 
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There is no copy of the warrant attached to the property inventory and receipt. There is 
no copy of the return of the warrant by the officer executing the warrant to the magistrate who 
issued the warrant. 
Finally, it appears that the magistrate — in this case the Trial Judge — failed to attach the 
warrant, a copy of the return, and any and all other related documents, and deliver the same to the 
clerk in the district where the property was seized. 
Lastly, Mr, Curry argues that he can not be deemed to have properly waived his right to 
object to any of the warrant issues by not raising them previously or preserving them in the lower 
court, where the Suppression Hearing was conducted without Counsel for Defense being present, 
US. v, DeWitt, 946 F,2d, 1497 (10th Cm 1991), 
An Appellate Court may address an issue raised for the first time on appeal if "'plain 
error"' or "'exceptional circumstances'" is established* State v. Irwin, 924 P*2d 5, 7 (Utah Ct, 
App, 1996), Mr, Curry contends that such exceptional circumstances have been established, 
CONCLUSION 
For the reasons set forth herein, Mr, Curry respectfully requests that this Court reverse and 
remand the trial court's ruling on the motion to suppress, 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this / f t day of January, 2006, 
MAREA A D O H E R T Y C 7 
Attorney for Appellant 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING OR DELIVERY 
I hereby certify th;it I mailed or delivered a true and correct copy of the foregoing BRIEF 
OF APPELLANT to: 
Deputy Clerk 
Utah Court of Appeals 
450 South State Street 
P.O. Box 140230 
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-0230 
Clark A. McClellan 
Chrk B. Allred 
ALLRED & McCLELLAN, P.C. 
Roosevelt City Attorneys 
72 North 300 East (123-14) 
Roosevelt, Utah 84066 
Ronnie M. Curry 
P.O. Box 1325 
Roosevelt, UT 84066 
First-class postage prepaid, this {$ day of January, 2006. 
MAREA A. D O H E R T Y C 7 
Attorney for Appellant 
ADDENDA 
ADDENDUM A 
EIGHTH DISTRICT CT-ROOSE^SLT COURT 
DUCHESNE COUNTY
 r STATE OF UTAH 
ROOSEVELT CITY, : MINUTES 
Plaintiff, : SENTENCING 
: SENTENCE, JUDGMENT, COMMITMENT 
vs. : Case No: 041000056 MO 
RONNIE M CURRY, : Judge: JOHN R- ANDERSON 
Defendant. : Date: August 18,"2005 
PRESENT 
Clerk: hrigittt 
Prosecutor: CLARK A MCCLELLAN 
Defendant 
Defendant'a Attorney (s) : MAREA A DOHERTY 
DEFENDANT INFORMATION 
Date of bir£lu November 5, 1966 
Audio 
Tape Number: c d 8 3 r o o s Tax>& count:: 11:20:26 
CHARGES 
1. POSS OF MARIJUANA < IS. OZ. (amended) - Class B 
Misdemeanor 
Plea: Not Guilty - Disposition: 03/31/2005 Guilty 
2. POSSESSION OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA (amended) - Class B 
Misdemeanor 
Plea: Not Guilty - Disposition: 03/31/2005 Guilty 
HEARING 
TAPE: cd83roos COUNT: 11:20:26 
Ms Doherty addresses the Court as to the appeal. Sentencing 
recommendations are made. The Court imposes sentence, will stay the 
execution of the s^nt^QiiCB until after the appeal. 
Pacre _ 
Case No: 041000056 
Date: Aug 18, 2005 
SENTENCE JAJL 
Based on the defendant's conviction of POSS OF MARIJUANA < 16 OZ. a 
Class B Misdemeanor, the defendant is sentenced to a term of 3 0 
day(s) The total time suspended for this charge is 30 day(s) . 
Based on the defendant's conviction of POSSESSION OF DRUG 
PARAPHERNALIA a Class B Misdemeanor, the defendant is sentenced to 
a term of 30 day(s) The total time suspended for this "charge is 30 
day(s} . 
SENTENCE FINE 








Total Fine: $100000 
Total Suspended: $0 
Total Surcharge: $4L86.48 
Total Principal Due: $1000.00 
Plus Interest 
SENTENCE FINE PAYMENT NOTE 
ORDER 01 PROBATION 
The defendant is placed on probation for I year(s) . 
Probation is to be supervised by 8th District Court. 
Defendant is to pay a fine of 1000.00 which includes the surcharge. 
Interest may increase the final amount due. 
Pay fine to The Court. 
pacre 2 
Case Mo: 041000056 
Date: Aug 18, 2 005 
PROBATION CONDITIONS 
Defendant is to keep the Court informed of his current address at 
all times and appear before or report to the Court whenever 
requested to do so. 
Defendant is not to possess or consume alcohol or be present where 
alcohol is possessed or consumed. 
Defendant is to violate no laws, other than minor traffic offenses, 
of the State of Utah, its municipalities, or of the United States. 
Defendant is to to possess or consume marijuana. 
SENTENCE PROBATION PAYMENT NOTE 
The Court orders a stay on the fine, and probation will start after 
the appeal. 
Dated this Ifl day of pdKS^Kf^C P<WW 
r'age J (last) 
CERTIFICATE OF NOTIFICATION 
I certify that a copy of the attached document was sent to the 
following people for case 041000056 by the method and on the date 
specified. 
METHOD NAME 
Mail RONNIE M CURRY 
DEFENDANT 
519 E 700 N 
PO BOX 1325 




MAREA A DOHERTY 
Dated this ffi^- day of JWusL 200SL 
WrfakMsU^ 
Deputy Court Clerk 
Page 1 (last) 
ADDENDUM B 
MAREA A. DOHERTY #7379 
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT 
P.O. BOX 399 
DUCHESNE, UT 84021-0399 
Telephone (435) 738-3122 
IN THE EIGHTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
DUCHESNE COUNTY, ROOSEVELT DEPARTMENT 
STATE OF UTAH, 
PLAINTIFF, 
vs. 
RONNIE M. CURRY 
DEFENDANT. 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL 
CASE NO. 041000056 
JUDGE: JOHN R. ANDERSON 
COMES NOW the Defendant, RONNIE M. CURRY, and serves this amended notice of 
his intent to appeal the decision of the above-entitled Court which was settled in its entirety on 
August 18,2005 upon entry of the Minutes for Sentencing, Judgment and Commitment, entered 
in the Eighth District Court, Duchesne County, Roosevelt Department, Utah. Said Minutes on 
Sentence, Judgment and Commitment resulted from the Defendant's sentencing hearing on 
August 18,2005. This sentencing hearing concluded the matters wherein the defendant has been 
found guilty as follows: the Defendant entered his conditional guilty pleas on March 31,2005, 
reserving his right to appeal the Court's ruling on the Motion to Suppress. This entry of 
conditional plea and subsequent sentencing concluded the matters wherein the defendant was 
found guilty as follows: to the charge of Possession or use of a Controlled Substance 
(Marijuana), a Class B Misdemeanor, as amended; to the charge of Possession of Drug 
Paraphernalia, a Class B Misdemeanor as amended. 
Counsel for Defendant previously filed the Notice of Appeal in this matter on May 11, 
2005. However, as this Court is aware, such Appeal was under consideration for this Court's 
Sua Sponte Motion for Summary Disposition based on the fact that the initial appeal was not 
taken from an appealable judgment as the Defendant had not been sentenced. Said defect has 
been corrected by the sentence rendered on August 18,2005. The Court stayed the execution of 
the sentence until the Defendant exhausts his right to appeal the Court's ruling on the Motion to 
Suppress. 
The Defendant further specifies that he appeals from the ruling of the Court on the 
Suppression on the basis of the following: on March 4,2004, the Defendant advised the Court 
that he had retained private counsel, Attorney Victor M. Gordon, in Salt Lake City, Utah; on 
April 13,2004, the Court received Appearance of Counsel from Attorney Victor M. Gordon on 
Defendant's behalf; on April 23,2004, the Court received the Defendant's Motion to Suppress 
and Order to Show Cause; on May 27,2004 a telephonic conference was conducted for purposes 
of scheduling the Suppression Hearing, during which such hearing was scheduled for July 27, 
2004; thereafter, Minutes of such telephonic conference as well as Notice of such Suppression 
Hearing scheduled for July 27,2004 was served on Counsel for Defense; on July 22,2004, the 
Court called the matter for suppression hearing; at that time, the Court was aware that Counsel 
for Defendant was not present; the Court advised Defendant that die hearing would go forward; 
On July 22,2004, without Counsel for Defendant being present, the City Attorney proffered 
testimony on the suppressions issues, the officers were sworn, and testified to the proffer, on July 
22,2004, the Court denied the Defendant's Motion to Suppress. 
The Defendant further specifies that he appeals from the decision of the Court on the 
basis of ineffective assistance of counsel of prior counsel, Attorney Victor M. Gordon, on the 
basis of the following: following the suppression hearing on July 22,2004 that occurred in the 
absence of Counsel for Defense, Counsel for Defense gave no notice or objection to the hearing 
taking place in his absence, or to the denial of the motion to suppress; further, Counsel for 
Defense became unavailable to represent Defendant as the result of a major heart attack as well 
as kidney failure following the suppression hearing that occurred in his absence on July 22, 
2004; on January 20,2005 the Court called the matter for status; on January 20,2005 the Court 
advised Defendant that his attorney, Victor M. Gordon was not able to represent him; on January 
20,2005, the Court appointed counsel, Marea A. Doherty, but also advised Defendant that he 
was welcome to hire his own attorney. 
Lastly, the Defendant specifies, where applicable, that the Court improperly admitted 
matters into evidence which were without foundation, were not the best evidence and were 
immaterial to the issues and further that the Court did not correctly apply the law to the facts 
presented, 
DATED this 15 day of September, 2005. 
MAREA A. DOHERTY 
Attorney for Defendant 
EIGHTH DISTRICT CT-ROOSEVELT COURT 





SENTENCE, JUDGMENT, COMMITMENT 
vs . 
RONNIE M CURRY, 
Defendant 
Case No: 041000056 MO 
Judge: JOHN R. ANDERSON 
Date: August 18,'2005 
PRESENT 
Clerk: brigittt 
Prosecutor: CLARK A MCCLELIAN 
Defendant 
Defendant's Attorney(s): MAREA A DOHERTY 
DEFENDANT INFORMATION 
Date of birth: November 5, 1966 
Audio 
Tape Number: cd83roos Tape Count: 11:20:26 
CHARGES 
1. POSS OF MARIJUANA < 16 OZ. (amended) - Class B 
Misdemeanor 
Plea: Not Guilty - Disposition: 03/31/2005 Guilty 
2. POSSESSION OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA (amended) - Class B 
Misdemeanor 
Plea: Not Guilty - Disposition: 03/31/2005 Guilty 
HEARING 
TAPE: cd83roos COUNT: 11:20:26 
Ms• Doherty addresses the Court as to the appeal. Sentencing 
recommendations are made. The Court imposes sentence, will stay the 
execution of the sentence until after the appeal. 
Pacre 1 
Case No: 041000056 
Date: Aug 18, 2005 
SENTENCE JAIL 
Based on the defendant's conviction of POSS OF MARIJUANA < 16 OZ. a 
Class B Misdemeanor, the defendant is sentenced to a term of 3 0 
day(s) The total time suspended for this charge is 3 0 day(s). 
Based on the defendant's conviction of POSSESSION OF DRUG 
PARAPHERNALIA a Class B Misdemeanor, the defendant is sentenced to 
a term of 30 day(s) The total time suspended for this "charge is 3 0 
day(s) . 
SENTENCE FINE 








Total Fine: $1000.00 
Total Suspended: $0 
Total Surcharge: $4.86.48 
Total Principal Due: $1000.00 
Plus Interest 
SENTENCE FINE PAYMENT NOTE 
ORDER OF PROBATION 
The defendant is placed on probation for 1 year(s). 
Probation is to be supervised by 8th District Court. 
Defendant is to pay a fine of 1000.00 which includes the surcharge. 
Interest may increase the final amount due. 
Pay fine to The Court. 
Pacre 2 
Case No: 041000056 
Date: Aug 18, 2 0 05 
PROBATION CONDITIONS 
Defendant is to keep the Court informed of his current address at 
all times and appear before or report to the Court whenever 
requested to do so. 
Defendant is not to possess or consume alcohol or be present where 
alcohol is possessed or consumed. 
Defendant is to violate no laws, other than minor traffic offenses, 
of the State of Utah, its municipalities, or of the United States. 
Defendant is to to possess or consume marijuana, 
SENTENCE PROBATION PAYMENT NOTE 
The Court orders a stay on the fine, and probation will start after 
the appeal. 
Dated this \$ day of p^KU\fJ^r 
Page 3 (last) 
CERTIFICATS OF NOTIFICATION 
I certify that a copy of the attached document was sent to the 
following people for case 041000056 by the method and on the date 
specified. 
METHOD NAME 
Mail RONNIE M CURRY 
DEFENDANT 
519 E 700 N 
PO BOX 1325 
ROOSEVELT, UT 84066 
By Hand ROOSEVELT CITY 
By Hand MAREA A DOHERTY 
Dated this Qty- day of ArtAQU^ / 2005" . 
IfoQfarmc^ 
Deputy Court Clerk 
Page 1 (last) 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING OR DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that I mailed or delivered a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
NOTICE OF APPEAL to: 
ClarkA.McClellan 
Clark B.Allred 
ALLRED & McCLELLAN, P.C. 
Roosevelt City Attorneys 
72 North 300 East (123-14) 
Roosevelt, Utah 84066 
Ronnie M. Curry 
P.O. Box 1325 
Roosevelt, UT 84066 
Court Clerk 
Eighth Judicial District Court 
Roosevelt Department 
255 South State Street 
P.O. Box 1286 
Roosevelt, UT 84066 
First-class postage prepaid, this f~3 day of September, 2005. 
MAREA A, DOHERTY 
Attorney for Defendant 
ADDENDUM C 
CLARK B ALLRED - 0055 
CLARK A. McCLELLAN - 6113 
ALLRED & McCLELLAN, P.C. 
Roosevelt City Attorneys 
72 North 300 East (123-14) 
Roosevelt, Utah 84066 
Telephone: (435) 722-3928 
IN THE EIGHTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF DUCHESNE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH, ROOSEVELT DEPARTMENT 
STATE OF UTAH, and/or 
ROOSEVELT CITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
RONNIE M CURRY, 
Defendant. ] 
— n - i • 
i ORDER 
Case No.: 041000056 MO 
) Judge John R. Anderson 
The above-captioned matter came before the Court for a Status 
Conference. The Roosevelt City Attorney, Clark Allred was present 
and Defendant was present with his attorney, Marea Doherty. The 
parties informed the Court that they had resolved the matter and 
that the Defendant would be entering pleas of guilty on the 
condition that he have the right to appeal the Court's ruling on 
the Motion to Suppress. 
NOW THEREFORE, based on the information provided to the Court, 
the Court orders as follows: 
1. The City moves to amend the Information to reduce the 
charges in both Counts I and II to class B misdemeanors 
and the Court made those changes on the information/ 
2. The Defendant entered a plea of guilty to Count I, 
POSSESSION OR USE OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, a Class B 
misdemeanor. Defendant also entered a plea of guilty to 
Count II, POSSESSION OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA, a Class B 
misdemeanor. 
The Court was provided a factual basis for the plea and finds 
that the plea was intentionally and knowingly entered^ and with 
assistance of counsel. 
3* The Court accepts those pleas of guilty. 
4. The Court will stay sentencing in this matter until the 
Defendant has exhausted his right to appeal the Court's 
ruling on the Motion to Suppress. If the Motion to 
Suppress is sustained on* appeal, the Court will then set 
the matter for sentencing. If the ruling on the Motion 
to Suppress is reversed then the pleas of guilty will be 
set aside and the matter set for trial. 
5. Marea Doherty is to continue to represent the Defendant 
on appeal. 
DATED this Q day of April, 200J 
2 
MAILING CERTIFICATE 
I, Carrie Weight, am employed by the office of ALLRED & 
McCLELLAN, P. C , attorneys for Plaintiff herein and hereby certify 
that I served the attached unsigned ORDER on the Defendant by 
placing a true and correct copy thereon in an envelope addressed 
to: 
MAREA A DOHERTY 
P 0 BOX 399 
50 EAST 100 SOUTH 
DUCHESNE OT 84021 
Attorney for Defendant 
and deposited the samef sealed, with first class postage prepaid 
I ST" thereon, in the United States mail at Roosevelt, Utah, on the 
day of Maxell, 2005. 
STATE OF UTAH ] „ 
County :>f Duchesne J 
I, Jeanne McKee, Clerk of the Dfsfrfct Court do 
hereby certify ihsf the above and foregoing is a 
full, ipja and correct copy cf the ordinal document 
which is on ffie in i-vy -Jiica. 
In witness whereof 1 hereunto s-st rr>y hand anp seal 
of that said Court ajjove mentioned, this J\*fir 
JOANNE McKEE 
By J Q ^ nasi*/ 
r r i e Wtei rrh-h v Carrie Weight 
ADDENDUM D 
HWEED 
MAREA A. DOHERTY #7379 
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT 
P.O. BOX 399 
DUCHESNE, UT 84021-0399 
Telephone (435) 738-3122 
H W I M I * 
3BEWJW 
IN THE EIGHTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
DUCHESNE COUNTY, ROOSEVELT DEPARTMENT 
STATE OF UTAH, 
PLAINTIFF, 
vs. 
RONNIE M. CURRY 
DEFENDANT. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
CASE NO. 041000056 
JUDGE: JOHN R. ANDERSON 
COMES NOW the Defendant, RONNIE M. CURRY, and serves notice of his intent to 
appeal the decision of the above-entitled Court which was settled in its entirety on April 11, 2005 
upon entry of the Order entered in the Eighth District Court, Duchesne County, Roosevelt 
Department, Utah. Said Order resulted from the Defendant's entry of conditional guilty pleas on 
March 31, 2005, reserving his right to appeal the Court's ruling on the Motion to Suppress. This 
entry of plea concluded the matters wherein the defendant was found guilty as follows: to the 
charge of Possession or use of a Controlled Substance (Marijuana), a Class B Misdemeanor, as 
amended; to the charge of Possession of Drug Paraphernalia, a Class B Misdemeanor, as 
amended. The Court stayed sentencing until the Defendant exhausts his right to appeal the 
Court's ruling on the Motion to Suppress. 
The Defendant further specifies that he appeals from the ruling of the Court on the 
Suppression on the basis of the following: on March 4, 2004, the Defendant advised the Court 
that he had retained private counsel, Attorney Victor M. Gordon, in Sak Lake City, Utah; on 
March 4, 2004, the co-defendant in this matter, Rayma Curry, the sister of the Defendant, 
charged with the same counts of criminal conduct in Case no. 041000054 also advised the Court 
that she had retained private counsel, Attorney Victor M. Gordon, in Salt Lake City, Utah; on 
April 13, 2004, the Court received Appearance of Counsel from Attorney Victor M. Gordon on 
Defendant's behalf; on April 23, 2004, the Court received the Defendant's Motion to Suppress 
and Order to Show Cause; on May 27,2004 a telephonic conference was conducted for purposes 
of scheduling the Suppression Hearing, during which such hearing was scheduled for a special 
session Law & Motion on Tuesday, for July 27, 2004; thereafter, Minutes of such telephonic 
conference as well as Notice of such Suppression Hearing scheduled for July 27, 2004 was 
served on Counsel for Defense; on July 27, 2004, the Court called the matter for suppression 
hearing; at that time, the Court had had contact with someone regarding Victor M. Gordon, and 
had in fact been informed that Counsel for Defendant would not be present because he had 
suffered a heart attach and kidney failure; the Court advised Defendant that the hearing would go 
forward; on July 27, 2004, without Counsel for Defendant being present, the City Attorney 
proffered testimony on the suppressions issues, the officers were sworn, and testified to the 
profer; on July 27^2004, the Court denied the Defendant's Motion to Suppress. 
The Defendant further specifies that he appeals from the decision of the Court on the 
basis of ineffective assistance of counsel of prior counsel, Attorney Victor M. Gordon, on the 
basis of the following: following the suppression hearing on July 27, 2004 that occurred in the 
absence of Counsel for Defense, Counsel for Defense gave no notice or objection to the hearing 
taking place in his absence, or to the denial of the motion to suppress; further, Counsel for 
Defense became unavailable to represent Defendant as the result of a major heart attack as well 
as kidney failure following the suppression hearing that occurred in his absence on July 27, 
2004; on January 20, 2005 the Court called the matter for status; on January 20, 2005 the Court 
advised Defendant that his attorney, Victor M. Gordon was not able to represent him; on January 
20, 2005, the Court appointed counsel, Marea A. Doherty, but also advised Defendant that he 
was welcome to hire his own attorney. 
Lastly, the Defendant specifies, where applicable, that the Court improperly admitted 
matters into evidence which were without foundation, were not the best evidence and were 
immaterial to the issues and further that the Court did not correctly apply the law to the facts 
presented. 
DATED this / / day of May, 2005. 
MAREA A DOHERTY 
Attorney for Defendant 
&gyfuxKv 
CLARK B ALLRED - 0055 
CLARK A. McCLELLAN - 6113 
ALLRED & McCLELLAN, P.C. 
Roosevelt City Attorneys 
72 North 300 East (123-14) 
Roosevelt, Utah 84066 
Telephone: (435) 722-3928 
IN THE EIGHTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF DUCHESNE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH, ROOSEVELT DEPARTMENT 
STATE OF UTAH, and/or ] 
ROOSEVELT CITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 




1 Case No.: 041000056 MO 
Judge John R. Anderson 
The above-captioned matter came before the Court for a Status 
Conference. The Roosevelt City Attorney, Clark Allred was present 
and Defendant was present with his attorney, Marea Doherty. The 
parties informed the Court that they had resolved the matter and 
that the Defendant would foe entering pleas of guilty on the 
condition that he have the right to appeal the Court's ruling on 
the Motion to Suppress. 
NOW THEREFORE, based on the information provided to the Court, 
the Court orders as follows: 
1. The City moves to amend the Information to reduce the 
charges in both Counts I and II to class B misdemeanors 
and the Court made those changes on the information; 
I^SW 
2. The Defendant entered a plea of guilty to Count I, 
POSSESSION OR USE OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, a Class B 
misdemeanor. Defendant also entered a plea of guilty to 
Count II, POSSESSION OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA, a Class B 
misdemeanor. 
The Court was provided a factual basis for the plea and finds 
that the plea was intentionally and knowingly entered^ and with 
assistance of counsel. 
3. The Court accepts those pleas of guilty. 
4. The Court will stay sentencing in this matter until the 
Defendant has exhausted his right to appeal the Court's 
ruling on the Motion to Suppress. If the Motion to 
Suppress is sustained on appeal, the Court will then set 
the matter for sentencing. If the ruling on the Motion 
to Suppress is reversed then the pleas of guilty will be 
set aside and the matter set for trial. 




I, Carrie Weight, am employed by the office of ALLRED & 
McCLELLAN, P. C , attorneys for Plaintiff herein and hereby certify 
that I served the attached unsigned ORDER on the Defendant by 
placing a true and correct copy thereon in an envelope addressed 
to: 
MAREA A DOHERTY 
P 0 BOX 399 
50 EAST 100 SOUTH 
DUCHESNE UT 84021 
Attorney for Defendant 
and deposited the same, sealed, with first class postage prepaid 
J[ 
day of fl&xch, 2005. 
STATE OF UTAH | s 
County :4 Duchesne J * 
I, Joanne McKee, Cierk of the Ofstnct Court, do 
herefcy certify [fiat the above and foregoing fs a 
full, true and correct coj>y cf tho onynal document 
wn/ch is on Hie in my jiiias. 
"J -vuness whereof I <ier«un*r *~* -,„ •- „, 
of that said Court =H-M ~f<l ?•il'ny':and a r $ seal 
^ ^ i L L l A O ^ S * ^ 
JOANNE McKEE 
C a r r i e 
life U0&&k 
e Weight ^ 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING OR DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that I mailed or delivered a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
NOTICE OF APPEAL to: 
Clark A. McClellan 
Clark B.Allred 
ALLRED & McCLELLAN, P.C. 
Roosevelt City Attorneys 
72 North 300 East (123-14) 
Roosevelt, Utah 84066 
Ronnie M. Curry 
P.O. Box 1325 
Roosevelt, UT 84066 
Court Clerk 
Eighth Judicial District Court 
Roosevelt Department 
255 South State Street 
P.O. Box 1286 
Roosevelt, UT 84066 
First-class postage prepaid, this l\ day of May, 2005. 
MAREA A DOHERTY 
Attorney for Defendant 
ADDENDUM E 
IN THE EIGHTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
IN AND FOR DUCHESNE COUNTY 









AFFIDAVIT AND ORDER FOR 
SEARCH WARRANT 
Criminal No. 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
: ss. 
County of Duchesne ) 
The Affidavit in support of Telephonic Search Warrant, prepared by Ammon 
Manning. I am in telephonic contact with Judge John R. Anderson and am recording the 
entire conversation. I Ammon Manning being sworn state as follows: 
1. I am a certified peace officer in the state of Utah, and am employed as a Officer with 
the Roosevelt City Police Department. Charged with the enforcement and investigation of 
criminal activity within the state of Utah. 
2. The property of which a search warrant is sought is described as follows: 
a. Controlled substances including but not limited to Marijuana in solid, liquid, or 
powder form. 
b. Drug paraphernalia including but not limited to scales, pipe smoking devices, 
propane torches, packaging material including but not limited to glass vials, plastic 
baggies, paper bindles. 
c. Documents depicting accounting records of illegal drug sales, contact names, 
addresses and phone numbers. 
d. Any and all other materials that by their nature are immediately recognized as 
being illegal by their appearance. 
The grounds for issuing a search warrant, as provided by UCA 77-23-202, are as 
follows: 
a. That the sought for items are illegal drugs and illegal drug paraphernalia and 
evidence of illegal drug operation. 
I have probable cause to believe, and do believe, that the property is located on the 
premises known or described as: 
A white singlewide trailer house with green trim located at The Mountain Valley 
Trailer Park 145 South 500 East lot #15. The main door to the trailer faces to the 
west. On the south side of the trailer is located the number 15. There is an 
approximately four-foot chain link fence around the west, north, and east side of the 
residence. Currently there is a white GMC van bearing Utah license plate 20005EX 
and a Blue GMC Jimmy bearing Utah license plate 693DWA, in the driveway. 
I believe the property is at the location stated in (4) above, for these reasons: 
a. That on February 17, 2004 this affiant and Agent Shawn Lewis went to the 
residence to do a field visit with Rory Curry, who is currently on probation for assault 
by a prisoner a third degree felony. That while inside the residence this affiant 
observed a white paper plate sitting on the counter top inside the front door. On the 
plate were small green leafy fragments consistent with that of marijuana. This affiant 
also observed a set of hemostats underneath an ashtray on the couch in the main 
living room area. 
b. While inside the residence Agent Lewis asked it he could speak with Rory in 
another room, due to the fact that there were four other individuals in the living room 
area. Agent Lewis and Rory went into the first bedroom on the left, or west, side of 
the residence. While inside the bedroom, Agent Lewis could smell a strong odor of 
raw marijuana. Agent Lewis spoke with Rory about his use of marijuana, Rory 
admitted that he had smoked marijuana earlier on this date at the residence. 
c. Agent Lewis and I spoke with Ronnie Curry, the lessee of the residence, inside 
the same bedroom. While this affiant was inside the bedroom I could smell a strong 
odor of raw marijuana. 
I further request the I be authorized to EXECUTE the search warrant with giving 
prior notice of my authority and purpose and any time day or night because. 
a. There are currently officers at the residence securing any and all potential 
evidence from destruction or further concealment. 
It is now am/pm. On the 18th day of February 2004.1 am signing the affidavit, under 
oath, and in the Telephonic presence of Judge John R. Anderson. 
AFFIANT Officer 
Your Honor, may I sign your name to the affidavit, indicating that I have swom to the 
contents of the affidavit? 
Date Time District Court Judge 
ORDER 
IT IS AUTHORIZED that a search warrant be issued for the articles and places 
described in the above affidavit, for an immediate search, ANY TIME DAY OR NIGHT 
WITHOUT notice of occupant of premises. 
Date Signed Time Signed.. 
District Court Judge 
ADDENDUM F 
IN THE EIGHTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
IN AND FOR DUCHESNE COUNTY 











THE STATE OF UTAH TO ANY PEACE OFFICER IN THE COUNTY OF 
DUCHESNE, STATE OF UTAH: 
Proof by affidavit was made before me this day by Ammon Manning, that there is 
probable cause for issuance of a search warrant, as more fully set forth in the affidavit, a 
copy of which is attached hereto and incorporated herewith. 
YOU ARE THEREFORE AUTHORIZED to make immediate search, (anytime day or 
night) of the premises described as: 
A white singlewide trailer house with green trim located at The Mountain Valley 
Trailer Park 145 South 500 East lot #15. The main door to the trailer faces to the 
west. On the south side of the trailer is located the number 15. There is an 
approximately four-foot chain link fence around the west, north, and east side of the 
residence. Currently there is a white GMC van bearing Utah license plate 20005EX 
and a Blue GMC Jimmy bearing Utah license plate 693DWA, in the driveway. 
for the following property: 
a. Controlled substances including but not limited to Marijuana in solid, liquid, or 
powder form. 
b. Drug paraphernalia including but not limited to scales, pipe smoking devices, 
propane torches, packaging material including but not limited to glass vials, plastic 
baggies, paper bindles. 
c. Documents depicting accounting records of illegal drug sales, contact names, 
addresses and phone numbers. 
d. Any and all other materials that by their nature are immediately recognized as 
being illegal by their appearance. 
If you find any of the property described above, or any part thereof, bring it before me 
immediately at this court and make return within ten (10) days, as required by UCA 77-23-5 
and 77-23-7. 
You (are) authorized to execute this search warrant without giving prior notice of 
your authority and purpose. 
Date Signed:. 
District Court Judge 
Time Signed: . 
ADDENDUM G 




No Warrant Arrest 
Fact Sheet 
This form (firtly filled In) murt be prtscntH 
to* magistrate is socm as possiWe but ia any 
cv^^<»Utcrth«n4Sh£s»ftcrtbfttimcQf«nc$t 
Date and Time <£ Am&^mSB8S*MM3& 
2. Arrest Probable Cause Hearing 
Probable cause for arrest and for 
continued detention from P/C 
statement below. 
Yes No 
pu, I ' ' r '"''•''•"•" | 
3. Case identification: H80051.a09 | Arn?sting Agency Case Nnmben 2400157 j 
Name: Ronnie Carry 
i — 
SC#:52S-96-S223 DOB: 11/05/1966 
A K J L ~ | Record: Y e s J L , ! ^ &*PS^Y**—**0-* | 
Lccmpfatimmt A.MANNING 1 Agguy BoosreltPolicePept 1 IPfcK-9 [ 
J Couml Pc^eCTon of Marijuana (drug fireexonc) 
I Count 2 Possession of Drag Pai^ phcrnalxa (diiig free zone) 
1 Count 3 
J Count 4 
\WSa^K^B^^^9^^^^^^^^SfeS& 
1 7. Pate: 02/18/2004 8. Time (military) 0030 
[ Codefc 58-37-S-2JbJI UfeahX<^_eoun ty_ | 
Codef: SS-37a~5 Utah X C ^ _ County _ . j 
I C ^ ^ UtahjCCfty County j 
! Codeff: Ufah^Ory County { 
^^^S^^^r^^^^^s^^^^^^^^^s^^is^^^^S 
9. Location: 145 South 500 East Lot 15 Roosevelt, Utah J 
1 10. Victim: Society/Public | 
II. Statement ofP.C as time of arrest: 
On February 17,20041 was assisting Adult Probation and Parole Agent Shawn Lewis on a pr&arion field visir at fce Cuny 
residence located at 145 South 500 East lot number 15- While inside the residence I bad observed a white paper plate on the 
countertop between the kitchen and living mom areas. On the paper plate was what appeared to be fegments of marijuana. Agent 
Lewis interviewed Rory Cuny m a bedroom. Agent Lewis advised that he could smell the odor of raw marguana in the bedroom. 
Rory Cuny Admitted to Agent Lewis that he had smoked marijuana earlier in the day at the residence. Agnt Lewis wrested Rory 
for violating his probation. A search warrant fbr the residence was obtained. 
At approximately 00:30 hours on February 13,2004 the search warrant was served at me residence. Located in the bedroom 
was a sandwich bag coatainug approximately one ounce of marijuana. Rayma Cuny* who was at flic residence, advised that the 
bedroom was hers. Rayma was advised of her Miranda warning and Interviewed about the marijuana mat was in the bedroom. 
Rayma advised what the marijuana was inand how ft was packaged without being shown it 
Also located during the search in the only other bedroom of the residence WHS a tin can containing partial marijuana cigarettes, 
a glass pipe, and a metal pipe, Ronnie Cuny had previously ftdvhod thathe was the lessee of the residence and that the bedroom 
that these items were located was his. 1 advised Ronnie ofhis Miranda warning and interviewed him about the items located in 
fee can. Ronnie admitted to possession of the items. 
A homemade pipe made from a green sixteen-ounce soda pop botfle was located in a closet m the hallway of the residence. 
Items in the closet appeared to belong Rory Cuny, such as a wallet feat contained his identification. Roiy was advised of hb 
Miranda warning and refused to speak about the pipe. 
SCREENING CASES I§ TH.E ^ ESPONSTBIUTTY OF THE ARRESTING OFFICER AITO AGENCY ;iST ER Q* 
Arresting Officers Signature ________„_____ 
This probable cause statement described and sworn to me a notary public on the i Eth Day of February 2004 by 
Amnion Manning the above named attesting officer. 
SSff¥SSTmmmt ^ —_^ _ ( \ / 
WKBTHHANSHI 1 P ^ / ^ ^ ^ ^ v ^ 
Dtt*atn#.Utah84021 \ ^ /> 
